
  
“Quit Whining and Start SELLING! can be your key to selling success! Kelly has 

developed a practical, logical sales system, which he teaches in a clearly understand-

able, progressive and comprehensive manner. The information is sound and 

workable; the format is easy to use in either self-instruction or as course content. 

This book can accelerate your sales career; the question, as Kelly asks, is ‘Do you 

have the desire and the discipline to seize the opportunity of a lifetime?’” 

— Tom Ziglar 

Proud son of Zig Ziglar 

 

“With so many sales books in the market, it's almost impossible to say something 

new. In Quit Whining and Start SELLING!, Kelly Riggs has done the impossible. 

The advice in his book is compelling, valuable, and no-nonsense. The section on 

sales presentations alone is worth far more than you'll pay for this book. Don't 

hesitate. Pick up this book now—and read it!” 

— Michael McLaughlin 

Author of Winning the Professional Services Sale 
and founder of Mindshare Consulting, LLC 

 

“Quit Whining and Start SELLING! is not only the most comprehensive book on 

B2B complex selling I’ve ever read, it’s a spot-on fun read that captured me from 

the first paragraph through the final chapter. Why? Because Kelly tells so many 

great stories throughout the book to illustrate the important points he wants you to 

absorb. I can’t urge you enough to order it today! This is an invaluable resource 

that could change your life. If you become the salesperson Kelly Riggs wants you 

to be, it just might turn out to be the best investment you’ll ever make for your 

sales career.” 

— Robert Terson 

Author of Selling Fearlessly: A Master Salesperson’s  
Secrets for the One-Call-Close Salesperson  

 

“What a great book! I started reading and couldn’t stop. Quit Whining and Start 
SELLING! will be required reading for our Business Development staff. Kelly gets 

to the meat of what makes sales work. His focus on the sales process, pursuing 

high-value opportunities, and how to meet the real needs of the customer is com-

pelling. The book is packed with great reference material, and the planning and 

execution guidance makes the path to success easy to follow.  As Kelly points out, 

you have to ‘earn the right to do business with the prospect.’ Follow this book, and 

you will succeed.” 

— Michael Cote 

Executive VP and Chief Development Officer at Lane Construction 

 



 

 “Quit Whining and Start SELLING! is a significant contribution to the art and sci-

ence of professional consultative selling. I've written many books and college text 

books on selling, and unlike most of the books in this space that merely create 

noise, Kelly gets it. He has lived it and has powerful models that can accelerate 

your performance immediately. Chapters 5 and 6 are must-reads in my opinion; 

they nail the foundation for why most people I have seen over the past 25 years fail 

to achieve greatness. Get this book and read it from cover to cover. Make Quit 
Whining and Start SELLING! required reading for every professional sales-

person you know!” 

— Dr. Jeffrey Magee, PDM, CSP, CMC 

Author of more than twenty books (including four best sellers),  

and publisher of Professional Performance Magazine 

 

“Let's be frank, being successful in sales is about mastering the basics and working 

with discipline. That's what Kelly challenges you to do. He builds you a roadmap 

and teaches you the skills you need to drive big success. You'll learn new habits and 

uncover new ideas for being better at what you do. Stop waiting to get lucky—start 

crushing it.” 

— Dan Waldschmidt 

Business strategist, popular speaker, and author of Edgy Conversations, 
identified by The Wall Street Journal as one of the  

Top 7 sales blogs on the Internet 

 

“I thoroughly enjoyed Quit Whining and Start SELLING! It is a book you can use as 

your personal sales coach. Sales greatness comes from working harder and working 

smarter. The first is up to you; Quit Whining and Start SELLING! will help with the 

second. It has the right combination of personal experience, excellent stories, and 

solid research. I personally learned a lot from this book; trust me, so will you.” 

— Jack Malcolm 

President of Falcon Performance Group and author of Strategic Sales Presentations 
and Bottom Line Selling: The Sales Professional’s Guide to Improving Customer Profits 

 

“Quit Whining and Start SELLING! is a different book on selling. There is no fluff 

in this book. Readers need to pay attention to the fast pace of the book or they will 

miss the wisdom on every page. It’s a practical textbook that gives salespeople con-

crete concepts with real world examples that demonstrate how the concepts should 

work—or what happens when they are not followed. Study it carefully and become 

the sales professional your customers want to partner with.” 

— Jeff Robillard 

Director of U.S. Sales, Acumed 

  

 



 

 “One of the things I've always enjoyed in my interactions with Kelly—through his 

speaking, consulting and writing—is his no-nonsense approach to sales and man-

agement. There's not a lot of coddling involved; just challenges and common sense. 

Quit Whining and Start SELLING! is a testament to this approach. It contains plenty 

of high-level discussion on the conceptual aspects of selling, but it also contains 

ideas that you can implement—TODAY. Real, practical, usable ideas. Kelly tells 

compelling stories and you'll find yourself identifying with the good and the bad in 

all of them. This book will make you think, help you learn, and challenge you to 

grow. I dare you to read it and not come away inspired.” 

— Brad Thurman, PE, FSMPS, CPSM 

Principal and Chief Marketing Officer, Wallace Engineering,  

and 2013 President of Society for Marketing Professional Services (SMPS) 

 

“I am so excited about this book. Kelly is one of those people who come into your 

life and you are better as a result. His experience and expertise in sales is so broad it 

allows him to transform individuals, teams, and companies. Quit Whining and Start 
SELLING! is the blueprint for that transformation. His philosophy that 'Everyone 

Sells' has changed my perspective on my own business, and, ultimately, altered the 

course of my company forever. This book will, no doubt, change your career if you 

are fortunate enough to read it.” 

— Teri Aulph 

Author, speaker, and consultant to Fortune 500 companies 
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PART II 

WHAT ARE YOU SELLING? 
 

 

 





    CHAPTER 5 

THE BETTER MOUSETRAP THEORY  
 

“If a man has good corn or wood, or boards, or pigs, to sell, or can 

make better chairs or knives, crucibles or church organs than 

anybody else, you will find a broad hard-beaten road 

 to his house, though it be in the woods.”  

— Ralph Waldo Emerson 
 

“If all you’re trying to do is essentially the same thing as your rivals, 

then it’s unlikely that you’ll be very successful.” 

— Michael Porter 

 

 

 
SEVERAL YEARS AGO I went to work for a start-up company that 

had developed a revolutionary new product in the hearing industry. 

From a sales perspective, it was a dream opportunity. The product 

was unique and easily differentiated from the competition, but, most 

importantly, it had that “wow” factor; when patients tried it for the 

first time, that was usually the first word out of their mouths.  

 Imagine someone whose hearing has begun to falter—the words 

they miss, the conversations they don’t hear. At first it’s just frustrat-

ing, but over time, hearing loss leads to social isolation and a 

compromised quality of life. 

 Then imagine that hearing loss being restored. Not just the ability 

to hear words again, but the ability to hear the full spectrum of 

sound. Harmony. Nuance. Like adding color to a black-and-white 

photograph. Like listening to a scratchy, incomplete AM radio signal 

and suddenly switching over to a full, dynamic stereo sound repro-

duction on the FM dial. 

 The sound quality of this product was nothing short of amazing. 

 You would think the product would sell itself. Unfortunately, the 

reality of selling is that a better mousetrap doesn’t necessarily ensure 
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a sale. This, of course, is exactly why you need salespeople—to over-

come obstacles. 

 Over lunch one day, the company’s owners and I were discussing 

sales strategy. Actually, I was mostly listening. The owners were ex-

pressing their, uh…concern. Despite excellent revenue growth, they 

were quite troubled that sales weren’t increasing as quickly as they 

thought they should. They reminded me over and over again that we 

sold the very best product in the industry.  

 They thought customers should be lining up to give us their 

money and they wanted to know what we were doing wrong. 

 Actually, they wanted to know what the National Sales Manager 

was doing wrong. That was me. And they wanted to know what the 

salespeople were doing wrong, as I was responsible for them. They 

wanted to know if we were making enough calls. They wanted to 

know how many calls we were making. Their logic was pretty straight-

forward—more calls equals more sales. We obviously weren’t 

working hard enough. 

 Midway through the conversation I stopped them and asked what 

they thought we were selling to our customers. I wanted to know 

how they would answer the customer’s question, “Why should I buy 

from you?” I hoped to demonstrate that a number of factors weigh 

into a customer’s buying decision, factors that included much more 

than just the product itself. Factors that needed to be addressed and 

had nothing to do with the number of calls we were making. 

 One of the two owners answered immediately. “That’s easy,” he 

said. “We have the finest product on the market and every single pa-

tient will benefit from using it.” I acknowledged my complete 

agreement, but I persisted: “Be more specific. As a company, what 

exactly are we trying to sell to our customers? What is our competi-

tive advantage in the marketplace?” 

 He gave me that ‘Are-you-really-that-dense?’ look; the one you 

get when you’ve crossed over from mildly annoying to unreasonably 

senseless. “Our product,” he said with pronounced emphasis, “is bet-

ter than anything out there. That’s what we’re selling.” 
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 “Here is the challenge,” I responded. “There are at least a dozen 

other companies out there saying exactly the same thing, and every 

single one of those companies has a marketing budget far greater 

than ours. Their message is far louder than ours and they have far 

more credibility in the marketplace. Customers aren’t going to throw 

their doors open to us and completely change their business practices 

just because we claim we have the best product in the marketplace.” 

 And they didn’t. Despite two years of excellent growth, the com-

pany didn’t come close to reaching its sales potential. Why? Because 

our customers wanted more than the claim of a superior product. 

They wanted the support that other vendors were willing to provide 

but the owners were unwilling to concede. They wanted to bypass 

some of the company’s policies that made it difficult for them to do 

business with us. And, most importantly, they needed help in making 

the adjustment to a completely different style of hearing instrument. 

 The owners, very bright and capable men, never seemed to come 

to terms with the fact that customers don’t simply make buying deci-

sions based on product performance. Even when a company enjoys a 

distinct product advantage—which we most definitely did—it still 

has to gain traction with the customer. Credibility has to be estab-

lished and the customer’s trust has to be earned. 

 In other words, customers need a very good reason to change 

years of buying habits, especially if you’re asking them to move away 

from something that is already working. Customers will often forego 

a superior solution for that reason alone—because the change itself 

represents too much of a challenge. Change can be difficult and is 

often quite costly—transitioning inventory, reconfiguring business 

processes, retraining employees, and so on. Unfortunately, we were 

brand new in the industry and, for the most part, unknown and un-

tested. We had to negotiate our way past a number of hurdles that 

had absolutely nothing to do with the performance of the product. 

 The lesson here is simple: there are many reasons for changing 

products or vendors, but there are plenty of reasons for not making a 

change. A better mousetrap simply does not ensure that customers 
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will beat a path to your door (with all due respect to Ralph Waldo 

Emerson). 

 

 

 

 

1-on-1 Principle
™

 

Customers need compelling reasons to make a change. 

A great product is critical, but it is often not enough. 
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    CHAPTER 6 

 “Why Should I Buy From You?” 
 

“I find it useful to remember, everyone lives by selling something.”  

— Robert Louis Stevenson 
 

“If you stay in the shadow of your larger competitors and never es-

tablish your 'differentness', you will always be weak.” 

— Jack Trout 
 

 

 
 
 
“WHY SHOULD I BUY FROM YOU?” Customers may come right out 

and ask you that question, or they may not, but make no mistake, the 

question is implied. In your initial meeting, the customer flips over an 

imaginary five-minute sand timer and the silent dialogue begins:  

 

Give me a reason to listen.  

Give me a reason to invest my valuable time in further 

conversation.  

Give me a reason to consider you as a solution. 

 

 If time runs out and you haven’t captured the customer’s imagi-

nation, the window on that opportunity slams shut. It is the answer 

to this one question that is critical in allowing you to gain shelf space 

in your customer’s mind. 

 Explaining to a customer why they should buy from you is the 

process of differentiating you and your company in the mind of the 

customer. It is absolutely critical to your success in selling. Joan 

Magretta, author of Understanding Michael Porter: The Essential Guide to 
Competition and Strategy, explains: 
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The key to competitive success—for businesses and nonprof-

its alike—lies in an organization’s ability to create unique 

value. Porter’s prescription: aim to be unique, not best. Creat-

ing value, not beating rivals, is at the heart of competition. 

 

 Rephrased: If you want to compete successfully, you have to 

create value in the mind of your customer. Look or sound like 

everyone else and you are doomed to failure. That being said, it 

should be self-evident that your primary objective is to understand 

what you are really selling.  

 What is it that will compel customers to do business with you? 

 

HOW DO YOU COMPETE WITH UPS? 
 

Rick Jones is the CEO of Lone Star Overnight, a regional player in 

the logistics industry. Jones assumed leadership of the company in 

2010 after three years as the chief operating officer, and his mission 

was very simple—return the company to profitability. 

 There was, however, a minor hurdle to contend with. Well, actu-

ally, there were two hurdles: UPS and FedEx. Not exactly the easiest 

problem to solve on the first day. How do you compete with not 

one, but two 500-pound gorillas? After all, playground bullies have 

the capacity to bully for a reason. They are bigger and badder than all 

the other kids. 

 But Jones had some insight into a possible solution. The answer, 

he believed, was to create a niche in the market, to discover an issue 

or a problem that a smaller, more flexible company like Lone Star 

Overnight could solve, and, in doing so, create a competitive ad-

vantage. He found the answer by doing something simple—he talked 

to his customers.  

 

Mr. Jones, who spent his formative years in management at 

U.P.S., looked closely at customer feedback and had an aha 

moment when he noticed a pattern in the compliments his 

company received. Lone Star’s small-to-medium-sized busi-
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ness customers appreciated responsiveness, a willingness to 

accept responsibility for actions and fix problems quickly. 

Customers also liked the flexibility of drivers who were will-

ing to wait for packages or pick up lab samples at 3 a.m. They 

also said they liked that Lone Star drivers and staff were 

friendly. 

(Mueller, You’re the Boss, April 26, 2012) 

 

 Jones seized that information and set out to differentiate Lone 

Star Overnight from his bigger rivals. It would require a remodeling 

of the company’s culture, but it would provide the differentiation 

Lone Star needed. Indeed, it was the company culture that would 

prove to be the differentiation: Be responsive. Be flexible. Be friend-

ly. Make it a good day for the customer. 

 Not exactly mind-boggling, but that is the point. A competitive 

advantage doesn’t have to stem from a revolutionary new product or 

service, or exist because of the company’s size, market share, or his-

tory. It might—but it doesn’t have to. 

 Of course, it’s one thing to find an answer, but it’s a completely 

different thing to rebuild your company’s culture. But he did. 

 And it worked. 

 Imagine the choice a salesperson could pose to a potential ship-

ping customer:  

 

“Yes, you can use UPS or FedEx. You know what you get 

with them—big companies, plenty of resources. However, if 

you want to work with a company that will respond immedi-

ately, on your schedule, and make it a better day for your staff 

when they arrive, we are a great fit for your company. Take 

XYZ Company, for example. Like most companies, they used 

UPS and FedEx, but they needed someone that would pick 

up packages at midnight. That’s our strong suit.” 

 

 Here’s the key: once a clear difference has been created in the 

mind of the customer, the customer can make a determination if that 
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difference is worth pursuing. Notice that the “difference” is not a 

comparison of prices. Price will certainly enter the discussion at some 

point, but not as a direct comparison upon which to make a deci-

sion—a necessity in helping you defend your margins. 

 

FINDING YOUR NICHE 
 

So, your first objective is to identify your competitive advantage(s) in 

the marketplace, a compelling reason for doing business with you. 

Your competitive advantage is something of value that cannot be ob-

tained elsewhere. Presenting a unique competitive advantage, 

especially one that specifically addresses a need you discover, is a crit-

ical step in giving you the opportunity to win more sales. 

 To identify your company’s competitive advantage, start with the 

following questions, and then complete the three exercises below: 

 

What are we known for? 

Why do our best customers buy from us? 

Are we recognized as an authority in any sector? 

What do we do that is uniquely different than our  

competitors? 

Have we been first at something? 

What can we do that no one else can do? 

What innovations have we provided? 

What do we do that is better, faster, or less expensive 

than everyone else? 

 

EXERCISES 
 

1. Research your company. 

 What have you accomplished that is unique? What benefits can a 

customer expect from your company that are not readily available 
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elsewhere? What credentials do you have that represent a clear and 

unique advantage over your competitors? If at all possible, quantify 

these items (more on this in Chapter 10). 

 

2. Look carefully at your products and services. 

 What value do your products or services bring to your customers 

that cannot be readily duplicated by your competitors? Can you quan-

tify how much money can be made or saved by using your products? 

Do your engineers, designers, technicians, or installers have experi-

ence or certifications that others do not have? Do you have a recog-

nized expert in your company that provides capabilities that the 

competition cannot match? 

 

3. Talk to your best customers. 

 Ask your customers why they prefer your company and/or prod-

ucts. Find out what they are buying from you and see if you can 

quantify it: Are you more convenient? How so? Are your service so-

lutions more effective? What impact has it had on their productivity 

or profitability? 

 The truth is that differentiation is possible despite your size or 

market position. Unless your company is treading water until the end 

comes, you almost certainly have, or can create, one or more compet-

itive advantages.  

 But let me offer a word of caution: the first thought most com-

panies have about their “advantage” is to buy into the idea that they 

are “the best” or have better products or do things better than every-

one else. If you start down this road, it will almost certainly keep you 

from finding meaningful competitive advantages, the things that truly 

matter to your customers.  

 Look deep into your company’s capabilities, its performance his-

tory, and its customer base to find one or more distinctions that can 

genuinely separate your company from the pack. Things like your 

company’s legacy, your work in the community, specialized services 

or delivery, your service model, recognized technical superiority, the 
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ease of doing business with your company—any or all of these things 

may potentially create a competitive advantage for you.  

 

 

1-on-1 Principle
™

 

A competitive advantage is a direct and compelling 

answer to the question of why a customer should 

choose you instead of a competitor. 
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    CHAPTER 7 

THE ILLUSION OF GREAT QUALITY AND 

EXCELLENT SERVICE 
 

“Competing to be the best leads inevitably to a destructive, zero-sum 

competition that no one can win. As offerings converge,  

gain for one becomes loss for the other.  

This is the very essence of “zero sum.”  

I win only if you lose. 

— Joan Magretta 
 

“Given a choice—and in most industries today buyers have 

choices—customers rarely tolerate producers that 

are not focused on their interests.”  

— John P. Kotter 
 

 

“WHY SHOULD I BUY FROM YOU?” As I mentioned in Chapter 6, 

your customer may or may not come right out and ask this question, 

but rest assured, it is a critical concern. And most salespeople blunder 

when they answer.  

 Badly. 

 Here’s what I mean: ask any salesperson why you should buy 

from him and you will get very predictable answers: 

 

“We have great quality products.” 

“We have the best customer service in the industry.” 

“We’re the best…the leader in the industry…No. 1… 

blah, blah, blah.” 

 

 Dress it up any way you want, these are the top three answers in a 

landslide. I know because I ask. Every time I work with a group of 

salespeople, I ask, “Why should I buy from you?” I go around the 

room and get answers. And I get the same answers, over and over: 
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“Our solutions are technically superior to our competitors.” 

“We are dedicated to exceeding our customer’s expectations.” 

“We provide the best service available.” 

 

 Great quality. Top-notch service. Superior solutions. Commit-

ment to excellence. Exceeding customer expectations. Blah, blah, 

blah. 

 A few years ago, I had the opportunity to hear Terri Langhans 

speak. She is the former CEO of a national advertising agency and 

has over 20 years of experience in marketing. She now serves as an 

independent marketing consultant and the name of her company is—

seriously—Blah Blah Blah, Inc.* She puts her finger right on this crit-

ical sales problem in her excellent book, The 7 Marketing Mistakes 
Every Business Makes: 
 

 A lot of people I work with pound their fists and righteously 

proclaim how different, better, faster, experienced, specialized 

and/or affordable their products and services are. They think 

that quality, service and value sets their business apart. A lot 

of them also think the Statue of Liberty is in New York. 

Wrong on both counts. Quality, service and value get you in 

the game; they don’t make you unique. And the Statue of 

Liberty is technically located in New Jersey. 

 

 Get the picture? Even if you do have great quality and great ser-

vice (which some of your customers may be willing to debate), it 

doesn’t do you a bit of good to say so in such a generic way. The rea-

son is simple—all of your competitors are saying exactly the same 

thing. 

 Great quality? Might be true. Doesn’t really matter. 

 Actually, it would matter if you presented the evidence in a com-

pelling way. However, in offering up such generic claims, you have 

done two things, both of which are bad for you. First, you have sent 

the message that you are just like your competitors. You sound like 
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them, make the same baseless claims, and generally fail to differenti-

ate yourself in any meaningful way.  

 Second, because you are no different than your competitors (in 

the customer’s perception), you have created the best possible scenar-

io for the customer: they get to choose from three (or more) 

acceptable vendors who will all provide exactly what they need. The 

only thing left to negotiate is price. 

 Congratulations. You get to give away margin in order to win a 

deal. 

 

WHAT IS YOUR CUSTOMER BUYING? 
 

The fault lies generally with the way companies train their salespeo-

ple. The vast majority of corporate sales training revolves around 

product knowledge, technical training, and administrative proce-

dures—processing orders, filing expense reports, replenishing 

marketing materials, things like that. Sure, understanding the features 

of your product, learning how to demonstrate the product, and ab-

sorbing all the details of how to deliver, implement, and install the 

product is important, but most corporate training stops just short of 

adequately preparing a salesperson to truly compete. 

 True, the product training you receive will allow you to explain 

the actual product or service, and it is likely that your product or ser-

vices provide some differentiation that may create some distance 

from your competitors. However, customers are rarely buying just a 

product or service. They are also buying: 

 

� A business relationship 

� Availability 

� Delivery 

� Implementation 

� Training 

� Service and support 

� Financial terms 
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 Perhaps, most importantly, they are buying a sufficient reason to 

make a change; in some cases, a considerable change. Buyers risk crit-

icism, embarrassment, and potential loss by making a change in 

products. So, in a sea of competitors, the most important question to 

answer is, why should a customer buy from you? 

 The truth is, the vast majority of companies fail miserably in pre-

paring a salesperson to answer that one very simple question. There 

are plenty of companies selling the products or services you are sell-

ing, so why should a customer buy from you? Why should the 

customer change? 

 But wait! You told your customer how much better your product 

was and showed your customer all the great features they get from 

you that they can’t get from your competitor’s product, right? Sorry. 

Although product differentiation may occasionally win you a sale, the 

reality is that your ‘my-feature-is-better-than-your-feature’ sales 

presentation simply reinforces the notion that you are not any differ-

ent than your competitor. Your competitors typically do exactly the 

same thing, scoring points with the product features YOU don’t 

have. 

 The result? Your customer gets to decide how much to pay for 

which features. When the customer finally decides which product 

they want, they simply use the competitors’ prices to negotiate a bet-

ter deal. After all, each of you has great quality, top-notch service, 

and is dedicated to exceeding their expectations. 

 So, let’s try again. Why should I buy from you? 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 
 

*For more information about Terri Langhans, Certified Speaking Professional and 

Chief of Everything at Blah Blah Blah, visit http://www.blahblahblah.us. 

 

1-on-1 Principle
™

 

Customers expect excellent quality and customer 

service, so generic claims about either of these do 

nothing to distinguish you from your competitors. 
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    CHAPTER 8 

WHO IS SELLING WHOM? 
 

“Any change, even a change for the better, is always accompanied by 

drawbacks and discomforts.” 

— Arnold Bennett 
 

“For the seller, selling based on price is like heroin. The short-term 

gain is fantastic, but the more you do it, the harder 

it becomes to kick the habit.” 

— Simon Sinek 
 

 

SOME YEARS AGO, I managed a number of very capable and talent-

ed inside sales professionals in a start-up venture. One salesperson, in 

particular, was very good. He had an easygoing manner about him 

and customers really enjoyed hearing from him. He was thorough, 

professional, and responsive. His only downfall was that his custom-

ers were often better at selling him than he was at selling them. 

 Day after day, potential customers overwhelmed him with price 

objections, and with enough time he began to empathize with their 

plight. Business was tough, they said. It’s tough to compete, they said. 

You just don’t understand, they said—to use your products, we simp-

ly MUST get a lower price. 

 And he believed them. 

 Don’t get me wrong—I know how tough it is out there. I know 

you get beat up every single day on price. After months of that, you 

tend to forget that customers need many of the things you offer, but 

you may not have figured out how to create value for those things. In 

the meantime, your customer turns out to be a better salesperson 

than you. 

 With little understanding of the complexities of creating real val-

ue for the prospect, lazy salespeople quickly discover that, to win a 

sale, the only significant negotiation tool they have is the ability to 

give away the company’s money—in other words, to lower prices. 
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Why? Because a prospect will have little interest in paying a premium 

price for an undifferentiated product that appears to be nothing more 

or less than what a competitor is offering. 

 That is great news for your prospects, by the way. If all the solu-

tions are similar, all they have to do is create a bidding war and wait 

for the lower price to emerge. 

 Of course, this problem gets worse—much worse—when the 

economy goes south. There are fewer opportunities and more people 

willing to cut prices to get business. Even solid salespeople who 

should know better can be guilty of giving up and giving in just to 

win a deal. The reasoning is that a thinner margin is better than no 

margin. 

 Which, of course, is to completely miss the point. 

 Clearly, there are times when a company will make the determina-

tion that lowering prices is in the company’s best interest, but that 

should be a strategic decision, not a tactical one made by a desperate 

salesperson who has completely failed to give the company a chance 

to get full value. 

 But, let’s get to the bottom line. In most cases, salespeople be-

come convinced they must lower prices. Their excuses are consistent 

and predictable: The poor economy has created a buyer’s market. 

The competition is lowering prices (“We’re not competitive.”). Buy-

ers are slashing their budgets. If you are a business owner or a sales 

manager, you have heard it all before: 

 

“You don’t understand. They can get the same product down 

the street for 20 percent less.” 

 

“I didn’t have a choice. I had to make a decision. There are 

three other vendors right behind me willing to make that 

deal.” 

 

“Customers just won’t pay our price in this economy. They 

don’t have to.” 
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 The truth is, buyers are always looking for a better deal. Every 

business owner is looking to save a buck, so their initial response is 

likely to question your price and ask for a discount. Frankly, it is the 

rare buyer who won’t claim your price is too high, or suggest that 

your competition has a better deal, or ask you to sweeten your offer, 

even when he has already made up his mind to go ahead with the 

purchase. The worst part is that most salespeople will lower their 

prices simply because a prospect claims their prices are too high. 

 Savvy buyers use the same negotiation tactics in just about every 

transaction:  

 

“That is a lot more than I want to spend.” 

 

“You’ll have to do better than that.” 

 

“I appreciate it, but I can get that same product for less 

money.” 

 

“I really like your product—it’s just what I’m looking for—

but your competitor offered me the same deal for 10% less.” 

 

“You know, if you can take 10% off that price, I can make 

this happen right now.” 

 

 But why is this a big surprise? Isn’t this exactly what buyers are 

supposed to do? Aren’t buyers going to try to negotiate a better deal?  

 Pay attention, because this is truly important: in most every sales 

call, there are usually two sales presentations going on—the one in 

which you are selling a solution and a second one in which the buyer 

is selling you on lowering your price. 

 The question is, who is selling whom? 
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1-on-1 Principle

™
 

In most transactions the prospect is selling just as 

hard as you—for lower prices, better terms of sale, 

and several other considerations. 
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	The story of Chris Gardner (The Pursuit of Happyness) provides a vivid illustration of what is possible in the sales profession. In the early 80s, Gardner’s life was a train wreck. His venture into the medical sales profession had been a bust and his...
	With no job and no money, he was unable to pay the fines, an insurmountable hurdle that landed him in jail for ten days. Locked up in a cage, with the specter of additional charges looming over his head like vultures over a dead carcass, Gardner had ...
	Unfortunately, his release from jail didn’t change his perspective. His girlfriend hadn’t pressed charges, but now it was just goodbye and no thanks—a farewell that provided him with even more bad news.  Although she had awarded him sole custody of t...
	Gardner was now a homeless, single father living on the streets of San Francisco with a toddler. With little more to his name than the clothes on his back, he was living one day at a time, searching for places to sleep and scrounging for enough money...
	Gardner’s childhood memories certainly offered no inspiration. He had grown up poor and never knew his biological father. His stepfather had been an abusive alcoholic. His mother had gone to prison. He had spent time in foster care. Life had been one...
	The spark that would ignite the rest of his life arrived in the nick of time—in a spectacular red Ferrari.
	The Courage to Continue
	It was Winston Churchill who declared, “Success is not final; failure is not fatal. It is the courage to continue that counts.” In the final analysis, there is nothing like failure, or hardship, or an ultimatum to reveal whether any individual—especia...
	Chris Gardner, as it turns out, was one of those individuals. More than anything in the world, he wanted to discover what profession would allow someone to own that gorgeous Ferrari. That car, and the impeccably dressed man sitting behind the wheel, ...
	Dialing up his courage, he introduced himself to the driver and wasted no time asking him what he did for a living. The man, he learned, was a stockbroker, a revelation that would completely change Gardner’s life. Whatever the sacrifice, whatever the...
	Gardner eventually secured a job interview with Dean Witter Reynolds and was, almost miraculously, accepted for an internship position with the company. Once on board, his immediate objective was ridiculously simple; he would simply outwork everyone ...
	Having glimpsed a way out of his plight, Gardner was unwilling to allow anything to deter him. He had experienced a point in life that most cannot imagine and very few are forced to endure, but he would not give up. He would not be victimized. He wou...
	Failure was not a word to even consider.
	If It Was Easy, Anyone Could Do It
	No one ever said success was easy, just that it is possible. If you look hard enough, even those individuals that seem to make it look easy have a story to tell—of working long hours after others have given up, of spending time learning what others wo...
	And so it was with Gardner. His motivation wasn’t simply to have a job or to earn a decent salary. His commitment was to something much more powerful—to achieve a level of success that would forever deliver him from a life of poverty, to a standard o...
	That burning desire created a work ethic that rapidly paid dividends. In short order, he earned a reputation at Dean Witter Reynolds as a broker who could find and attract new customers. It wasn’t long before his success attracted the attention of so...
	As he continued to learn and grow in the financial services industry, he was also presented with additional opportunities. Eventually, in 1987, just five years after joining Dean Witter Reynolds at a monthly salary of $1,000, Gardner founded his own ...
	As a salesperson, I know you have a dream—of personal success, bigger paychecks, recognition, advancement, and promotion. The question is, are you willing to do what it takes to make that dream a reality? Are you willing to invest in your future? To ...
	Do you have the desire and discipline to seize the opportunity of a lifetime?
	1-on-1 Principle™
	Success in selling will come in direct proportion to your willingness to confront and overcome the obstacles you encounter in your career.
	“It is time for us to stand and cheer for the doer, the achiever, the one who recognizes the challenge and does something about it.”
	— Vince Lombardi
	“A man has to have goals—for a day, for a lifetime—and that was mine, to have people say, ‘There goes Ted Williams,
	the greatest hitter who ever lived.’”
	— Ted Williams
	TED WILLIAMS WON BASEBALL’S coveted Triple Crown twice in his career, and came (literally) within an eyelash of winning it twice more. To give you an idea of the immensity of that accomplishment, consider that only 13 players in Major League Baseball ...
	Considered by many to be the greatest hitter in the history of baseball, Williams was also the last player in the major leagues to hit over .400, but the core of his greatness wasn’t superior talent—it was superior focus. One sportswriter observed th...
	Nothing about either hitting or pitching escaped him, and nothing was deemed too trivial. He studied pitchers. He studied umpires. He studied wind patterns. He was even credited with pioneering the use of rosin, mixing the powder with olive oil to ma...

	Williams prepared for every at-bat as if it were the most important at-bat in his career. It was that discipline to plan and prepare that enabled him to finish his career with baseball’s seventh highest batting average (.344), the all-time best for p...
	In most any sport, the difference between average and extraordinary is actually surprisingly small. Major League Baseball is a great example. In the big leagues, the difference between an average major league player and a player headed to the Hall of...
	Think about it. A player whose career batting average is .250—25 hits for every 100 at-bats—is a respectable major league baseball player. On the other hand, a player who hits .300 in his career—30 hits for every 100 at-bats—will be recognized with a...
	Five more hits in every one hundred at-bats.
	Looked at from this perspective, greatness doesn’t seem so elusive, but make no mistake; those five additional hits can be very difficult. Almost 18,000 players have played Major League Baseball. As of January 2012, only 297 had been inducted into th...
	What is the equivalent of five more hits in selling? Well, if you currently close four deals out of ten, what would one more deal—closing five out of ten opportunities—do for your numbers? The math says you would increase your sales revenue by an ave...
	Study selling like Ted Williams studied hitting and you will not only steadily increase your batting average, you will rapidly make your way to the top two percent of your profession.
	*In September 2012, after I had written this chapter, the Detroit Tiger’s Miguel Cabrera became the 14th Major League Baseball player to capture baseball’s Triple Crown—the first since Carl Yastrzemski last accomplished the feat in 1967.
	1-on-1 Principle™
	The First Three Steps
	of Your Journey
	“If you have the desire to excel, the discipline required for the hours of practice and hard work will come more easily. There are no overnight successes. It takes time, work and patience.”
	— George Burns
	SO, YOU’RE A SALESPERSON. Maybe you’re just getting started, or maybe you’re a veteran. Maybe you’re frustrated with your progress, or maybe you’re just looking for an edge over your competition. You might even be wondering if you have what it takes t...
	Let’s start with a question: How does your day start?
	Do you wake up each morning dreading the day and struggling to get moving? Do you look for reasons to procrastinate? Does fear overwhelm you? If so, you are either working for the wrong company, stuck in victim mode blaming something or somebody else...
	Are you willing to take responsibility for your own success, or will you continue to blame your circumstances?
	On the other hand, if you wake up each morning with genuine anticipation, wondering how you can increase your income, get the next sale, or defeat a competitor, you very likely have exactly what it takes to reach the top two percent of your professio...
	This is critical: You are not destined to fail. Nor are you destined to succeed. You are simply destined to whatever you have the desire and discipline to create. And you always have the freedom, and the opportunity, to make a new choice and create a...
	So, if you’re prepared to get serious about your success, let’s get moving. The first three steps of your journey are simple:
	1. Write down your dreams.
	What do you really want to accomplish this year, and over the next three years? How much money do you really want to make? What short-term goals must you set to fulfill your dreams? Write them all down.
	Write. Them. Down.
	No excuses, just write them down. Take as long as you need to, but get your dreams on paper. To be successful, you need a very clear picture of what that success looks like.
	Then, you want to discuss them with someone who truly cares about your success. Why? Because you need someone to encourage you. You need—desperately need—to be accountable to someone.
	The very best thing that happened to me early in my sales career was the day my wife found out my company offered a two-week, all-expenses-paid trip to Hawaii for any salesperson who reached the top level of the prestigious President’s Club. After th...
	To go to Hawaii meant that I would need to accomplish something no salesperson in the company had achieved previously, and it would require an increase in my sales revenue of more than 40 percent in a single year. But I learned how powerful it is to ...
	Write down your dreams. Share them with someone. Never lose sight of them.
	2. Resolve to master your company’s products and/or
	services.
	As we will discover, customers want to do business with salespeople who can provide solutions, develop new ideas, and solve their problems. To be that salesperson, you must learn everything you can about your products and/or services and their applic...
	You never know when a single product benefit, technical specification, or specialized application may be the single difference in allowing you to develop a winning idea and capture a sale. So, you need to absorb everything you can about your products...
	Who in the company can help you? Who can teach you what you need to know to become a recognized expert?
	When I traveled to the corporate office, I spent as much time as I could with the engineers and the research team. I spent time on the manufacturing floor so that I could observe fabrication and assembly processes. I spent time with the customer serv...
	The key here is that in-depth knowledge, used appropriately, builds lasting credibility with customers. There is a significant difference between a product salesperson and a product expert. The first knows the product; the second understands the pro...
	Don’t wait. Do it right now. Create a detailed plan to develop a master’s understanding of your products.
	3. Resolve to master your industry.
	The next logical extension of becoming recognized as an expert is to master the industry that you work in. When customers come to rely on you as a source of information, and new applications, and best practices within your industry, you will become ...
	As you did in step two, create a plan to dramatically increase your industry knowledge over the next 6 to 12 months. What trade publications or periodicals can you read? Who in the industry can serve as your mentor? Where can you go to learn what yo...
	Your objective is to rapidly achieve “consultant” status with your customers. For some industries, that learning curve is a long one; for others, the ramp-up can happen very quickly.
	How long will it take for you to become the industry expert you need to be?

	While there is much more to achieving greatness in selling than mastering your industry and absorbing everything you can about your company’s products and services, you will never reach your potential until you do. Customers have made that clear.
	In a comprehensive 2007 survey conducted by H.R. Chally Group, customers clearly stated that they want salespeople who understand their businesses, can diagnose and solve their problems, and are able to design the appropriate application or solution ...
	In other words, they demand that you become a skilled professional. Not a glib, fast-talking, back-slapping, joke-telling, doughnut-delivering sales pretender.
	1-on-1 Principle™
	High-performance salespeople are consultants who are viewed as experts.
	1-on-1 Principles™
	Chapter 1:

	Success in selling will come in direct proportion to your willingness to confront and overcome the obstacles you encounter in your career.
	Chapter 2:
	Great salespeople don’t become great by accident.
	Chapter 3:
	Save the excuses. Victims make terrible salespeople.
	Chapter 4:
	High-performance salespeople are consultants who are viewed as experts.
	PART II
	What Are You Selling?
	The Better Mousetrap Theory
	“If a man has good corn or wood, or boards, or pigs, to sell, or can make better chairs or knives, crucibles or church organs than
	anybody else, you will find a broad hard-beaten road
	to his house, though it be in the woods.”
	— Ralph Waldo Emerson
	“If all you’re trying to do is essentially the same thing as your rivals, then it’s unlikely that you’ll be very successful.”
	— Michael Porter
	SEVERAL YEARS AGO I went to work for a start-up company that had developed a revolutionary new product in the hearing industry. From a sales perspective, it was a dream opportunity. The product was unique and easily differentiated from the competition...
	Imagine someone whose hearing has begun to falter—the words they miss, the conversations they don’t hear. At first it’s just frustrating, but over time, hearing loss leads to social isolation and a compromised quality of life.
	Then imagine that hearing loss being restored. Not just the ability to hear words again, but the ability to hear the full spectrum of sound. Harmony. Nuance. Like adding color to a black-and-white photograph. Like listening to a scratchy, incomplete ...
	The sound quality of this product was nothing short of amazing.
	You would think the product would sell itself. Unfortunately, the reality of selling is that a better mousetrap doesn’t necessarily ensure a sale. This, of course, is exactly why you need salespeople—to overcome obstacles.
	Over lunch one day, the company’s owners and I were discussing sales strategy. Actually, I was mostly listening. The owners were expressing their, uh…concern. Despite excellent revenue growth, they were quite troubled that sales weren’t increasing as...
	They thought customers should be lining up to give us their money and they wanted to know what we were doing wrong.
	Actually, they wanted to know what the National Sales Manager was doing wrong. That was me. And they wanted to know what the salespeople were doing wrong, as I was responsible for them. They wanted to know if we were making enough calls. They wanted ...
	Midway through the conversation I stopped them and asked what they thought we were selling to our customers. I wanted to know how they would answer the customer’s question, “Why should I buy from you?” I hoped to demonstrate that a number of factors ...
	One of the two owners answered immediately. “That’s easy,” he said. “We have the finest product on the market and every single patient will benefit from using it.” I acknowledged my complete agreement, but I persisted: “Be more specific. As a company...
	He gave me that ‘Are-you-really-that-dense?’ look; the one you get when you’ve crossed over from mildly annoying to unreasonably senseless. “Our product,” he said with pronounced emphasis, “is better than anything out there. That’s what we’re selling.”
	“Here is the challenge,” I responded. “There are at least a dozen other companies out there saying exactly the same thing, and every single one of those companies has a marketing budget far greater than ours. Their message is far louder than ours and...
	And they didn’t. Despite two years of excellent growth, the company didn’t come close to reaching its sales potential. Why? Because our customers wanted more than the claim of a superior product. They wanted the support that other vendors were willin...
	The owners, very bright and capable men, never seemed to come to terms with the fact that customers don’t simply make buying decisions based on product performance. Even when a company enjoys a distinct product advantage—which we most definitely did—...
	In other words, customers need a very good reason to change years of buying habits, especially if you’re asking them to move away from something that is already working. Customers will often forego a superior solution for that reason alone—because th...
	The lesson here is simple: there are many reasons for changing products or vendors, but there are plenty of reasons for not making a change. A better mousetrap simply does not ensure that customers will beat a path to your door (with all due respect ...
	1-on-1 Principle™
	“Why Should I Buy From You?”
	“I find it useful to remember, everyone lives by selling something.”
	— Robert Louis Stevenson
	“If you stay in the shadow of your larger competitors and never establish your 'differentness', you will always be weak.”
	— Jack Trout
	How Do You Compete with UPS?
	Rick Jones is the CEO of Lone Star Overnight, a regional player in the logistics industry. Jones assumed leadership of the company in 2010 after three years as the chief operating officer, and his mission was very simple—return the company to profitab...
	There was, however, a minor hurdle to contend with. Well, actually, there were two hurdles: UPS and FedEx. Not exactly the easiest problem to solve on the first day. How do you compete with not one, but two 500-pound gorillas? After all, playground b...
	But Jones had some insight into a possible solution. The answer, he believed, was to create a niche in the market, to discover an issue or a problem that a smaller, more flexible company like Lone Star Overnight could solve, and, in doing so, create ...
	Mr. Jones, who spent his formative years in management at U.P.S., looked closely at customer feedback and had an aha moment when he noticed a pattern in the compliments his company received. Lone Star’s small-to-medium-sized business customers appreci...
	(Mueller, You’re the Boss, April 26, 2012)
	Ask your customers why they prefer your company and/or products. Find out what they are buying from you and see if you can quantify it: Are you more convenient? How so? Are your service solutions more effective? What impact has it had on their produc...
	The truth is that differentiation is possible despite your size or market position. Unless your company is treading water until the end comes, you almost certainly have, or can create, one or more competitive advantages.
	But let me offer a word of caution: the first thought most companies have about their “advantage” is to buy into the idea that they are “the best” or have better products or do things better than everyone else. If you start down this road, it will al...
	Look deep into your company’s capabilities, its performance history, and its customer base to find one or more distinctions that can genuinely separate your company from the pack. Things like your company’s legacy, your work in the community, special...
	1-on-1 Principle™
	The Illusion of Great Quality and Excellent Service
	“Competing to be the best leads inevitably to a destructive, zero-sum competition that no one can win. As offerings converge,
	gain for one becomes loss for the other.
	This is the very essence of “zero sum.”
	I win only if you lose.
	— Joan Magretta
	“Given a choice—and in most industries today buyers have
	choices—customers rarely tolerate producers that
	are not focused on their interests.”  — John P. Kotter
	“WHY SHOULD I BUY FROM YOU?” As I mentioned in Chapter 6, your customer may or may not come right out and ask this question, but rest assured, it is a critical concern. And most salespeople blunder when they answer.
	Badly.
	Here’s what I mean: ask any salesperson why you should buy from him and you will get very predictable answers:
	“We have great quality products.”
	“We have the best customer service in the industry.”
	“We’re the best…the leader in the industry…No. 1…
	blah, blah, blah.”

	Dress it up any way you want, these are the top three answers in a landslide. I know because I ask. Every time I work with a group of salespeople, I ask, “Why should I buy from you?” I go around the room and get answers. And I get the same answers, o...
	“Our solutions are technically superior to our competitors.”
	“We are dedicated to exceeding our customer’s expectations.”
	“We provide the best service available.”

	Great quality. Top-notch service. Superior solutions. Commitment to excellence. Exceeding customer expectations. Blah, blah, blah.
	A few years ago, I had the opportunity to hear Terri Langhans speak. She is the former CEO of a national advertising agency and has over 20 years of experience in marketing. She now serves as an independent marketing consultant and the name of her co...
	A lot of people I work with pound their fists and righteously proclaim how different, better, faster, experienced, specialized and/or affordable their products and services are. They think that quality, service and value sets their business apart. A ...

	Get the picture? Even if you do have great quality and great service (which some of your customers may be willing to debate), it doesn’t do you a bit of good to say so in such a generic way. The reason is simple—all of your competitors are saying exa...
	Great quality? Might be true. Doesn’t really matter.
	Actually, it would matter if you presented the evidence in a compelling way. However, in offering up such generic claims, you have done two things, both of which are bad for you. First, you have sent the message that you are just like your competitor...
	Second, because you are no different than your competitors (in the customer’s perception), you have created the best possible scenario for the customer: they get to choose from three (or more) acceptable vendors who will all provide exactly what they...
	Congratulations. You get to give away margin in order to win a deal.
	What is Your Customer Buying?
	The fault lies generally with the way companies train their salespeople. The vast majority of corporate sales training revolves around product knowledge, technical training, and administrative procedures—processing orders, filing expense reports, repl...
	True, the product training you receive will allow you to explain the actual product or service, and it is likely that your product or services provide some differentiation that may create some distance from your competitors. However, customers are ra...
	 A business relationship
	 Availability
	 Delivery
	 Implementation
	 Training
	 Service and support
	 Financial terms
	Perhaps, most importantly, they are buying a sufficient reason to make a change; in some cases, a considerable change. Buyers risk criticism, embarrassment, and potential loss by making a change in products. So, in a sea of competitors, the most impo...
	The truth is, the vast majority of companies fail miserably in preparing a salesperson to answer that one very simple question. There are plenty of companies selling the products or services you are selling, so why should a customer buy from you? Why...
	But wait! You told your customer how much better your product was and showed your customer all the great features they get from you that they can’t get from your competitor’s product, right? Sorry. Although product differentiation may occasionally wi...
	The result? Your customer gets to decide how much to pay for which features. When the customer finally decides which product they want, they simply use the competitors’ prices to negotiate a better deal. After all, each of you has great quality, top-...
	So, let’s try again. Why should I buy from you?
	*For more information about Terri Langhans, Certified Speaking Professional and Chief of Everything at Blah Blah Blah, visit http://www.blahblahblah.us.
	1-on-1 Principle™
	Customers expect excellent quality and customer service, so generic claims about either of these do nothing to distinguish you from your competitors.
	Who is Selling Whom?
	“For the seller, selling based on price is like heroin. The short-term gain is fantastic, but the more you do it, the harder
	it becomes to kick the habit.”
	— Simon Sinek
	Pay attention, because this is truly important: in most every sales call, there are usually two sales presentations going on—the one in which you are selling a solution and a second one in which the buyer is selling you on lowering your price.
	The question is, who is selling whom?
	1-on-1 Principle™
	In most transactions the prospect is selling just as hard as you—for lower prices, better terms of sale, and several other considerations.
	The Problem with ‘Lowest Price’
	"There is hardly anything in the world that someone cannot make a little worse and sell a little cheaper, and the people who consider price alone are that person's lawful prey." — John Ruskin (1819-1900)
	"I don't want to do business with those who don't make a profit,
	because they can't give the best service."
	— Richard Bach
	
	COMPANIES HAVE LONG BEEN willing to reduce their prices to remain competitive in the marketplace. Clearly, the easiest possible way to win a sale is to simply give away margin and literally buy the business. Obviously, you can’t do that for very long ...
	In 2009, Office Depot aired a provocative television commercial that illustrates the right approach to this dilemma. In the opening scene of the commercial, a hometown barbershop owner (Dan) watches helplessly as a discount haircutting chain (Nitro C...
	$6 Haircuts.
	This, of course, is every small business owner’s nightmare—a national chain with superior buying power and a larger marketing budget moving in next door and pricing the local store right out of business. Dan, however, is having none of that. His resp...
	We Fix $6 Haircuts.
	Isn’t that brilliant? That simple sign provided the perfect reminder to customers that you get exactly what you pay for. Quality comes at a price, and a lower price usually means sacrificing something important you care about.
	Notice that Dan’s sign didn’t say, “We Provide Better Quality Haircuts,” or “Our Service is Worth the Extra $2.” Instead, the proprietor created a powerful message to remind customers that price may be important, but it should have some limitations w...
	Which brings me to a critical perspective about the role that price plays in a buying decision. Before you decide that your customers care only about price, consider the following questions:
	1-on-1 Principle™
	Painting by Numbers
	“Whether it is a full-blown competitive advantage or simply the table stakes required to enter the game, sales effectiveness will remain
	a critical ingredient in sale success.”
	— Howard Stevens 
	A FEW YEARS AGO, I received a call from a small manufacturing company searching for help with their sales efforts. The company was in a significant bind. Struggling to grow and compete effectively against larger competitors, they had decided to lower ...
	Although sales increased slightly, profits plummeted. The company’s resources were stretched to the breaking point as dwindling profits did not allow for additional investments in people. As might be expected, customer service suffered as customer co...
	This is the classic ‘discount–the-product-but-make-it-up-in-volume’ sales strategy, also known, coincidentally, as the ‘how-to-go-broke-in-a-hurry’ strategy. While strategic selling occasionally calls for salespeople to discount prices, indiscriminat...
	As I began working with the company, the first challenge was to help them understand the value of competitive advantages and how they could be used to strengthen the company’s value proposition. Like many companies, they had completely sold out to th...
	For example, one of the company’s most valuable, and most profitable, services is to provide a certified rebuild of their primary product line. Customers get a certified, like-new product at a lower price than the original, and the company makes an e...
	Consulting gurus call that a “win-win.”
	The best part, however, is the company will also rebuild their competitor’s product, a service their biggest competitor doesn’t offer. Rebuilding the competition’s product provides the perfect opening to attract new customers, especially when we lear...
	Consulting gurus call that “a tough break for your competitor.”
	As we dug deeper into the company’s operations, we continued to uncover viable competitive advantages. The company provides same-day shipping on a very large inventory of replacement parts, even when ordered late in the day. This is another service u...
	Having identified critical advantages that customers would willingly pay for, the company quickly decided to move away from a low-price market strategy and focus on a service differentiation strategy. As a result, the sale of replacement parts and fa...
	The real lesson in this story, however, is not what the company did, but how they did it. They never touted quality or service to their prospects; instead, they quantified their advantages.
	*Special thanks to my friend, Dana Birkes, Vice President of Business Development and Marketing at Flintco, for her insight into that great company. As a side note, in January 2013, Flintco was acquired by St. Louis-based Alberici Corporation.
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	1-on-1 Principles™
	Chapter 5:

	Customers need compelling reasons to make a change. A great product is critical, but it is often not enough.
	Chapter 6:
	A competitive advantage is a direct and compelling answer to the question of why a customer should choose you instead of a competitor.
	Chapter 7:
	Customers expect excellent quality and customer service, so generic claims about either of these do nothing to distinguish you from your competitors.
	Chapter 8:
	In most transactions the prospect is selling just as hard as you—for lower prices, better terms of sale, and several other considerations.
	Chapter 9:
	Your customers want you to believe you are a commodity so that every sales transaction can be about negotiating the lowest price.
	Chapter 10:
	Whenever possible, use numbers to quantify your advantages.
	PART III
	The 1-on-1 Selling™ Process
	Over the next few days, he climbed ridges, crossed divides and creeks, and traversed basins, shedding gear as he began to hallucinate. He slept only two hours at a stretch and believed he was walking with the spirits of Native Americans who had once ...

	Like most people who become proficient at something they enjoy, Witkowski had developed tremendous confidence in his capabilities. Not only did he ski regularly, he was an experienced “extreme skier” and occasionally worked as a ski instructor. Unfor...
	In making that crucial decision, Witkowski neglected to follow a very simple process designed to keep him safe, even in the unlikely event that he skied down the wrong side of a ridge in Snoqualmie Pass—which he did. Those unlikely events, however, a...
	Although he was eventually rescued, Witkowski ultimately lost both legs below the knee to the ravages of frostbite. Despite the tragic outcome, he was fortunate; it could have been far worse. He was discovered five days into his ordeal, just hours be...
	The lesson here is simple: a process is designed to identify a performance standard and provide a template for training to create and maintain a competence in that performance standard. For anyone who enjoys mountaineering, extreme skiing, or other r...
	If Witkowski had simply adhered to the process—packing necessary survival equipment and following a few simple steps—his misadventure would likely have ended without incident.
	The Sales Process
	For many salespeople, the most difficult challenge they will face is the ability to create consistent sales performance. Although salespeople will typically succeed to varying degrees because of hard work and good street smarts, consistent sales perfo...
	Without a sales methodology or process, salespeople experience predictable challenges. While some opportunities are won, others are lost that should have been won. Success often feels random and uncontrollable. Forecasting sales is an exercise in fru...
	For sales managers, this problem is multiplied many times over. A manager’s challenge is not only to help an individual salesperson create consistent success, but to create a team of successful salespeople. Making the transition from salesperson to s...
	In many cases, that frustration will cause a sales manager to micro-manage sales activities and even assume control over larger, more important opportunities to “make sure we don’t lose the sale.” These sales managers struggle to answer these kinds o...
	When a salesperson doesn’t get a sale, where does the problem lie? Is the salesperson’s failure due to poor closing skills, the absence of good prospects, a failure to ask good questions, an ineffective presentation, or something else altogether? Is ...
	We can guess where the problem lies, but a sales process would likely pinpoint the exact nature of the failure. For instance, if a salesperson is closing two out of ten presentations when five out of ten is the standard, an analysis of the salesperso...
	But think about some of the advice that is often doled out to salespeople without a clear understanding of the root problem:
	“You need to make more calls.”
	“You need to make more presentations.”
	“You need to be more enthusiastic.”
	“You’re not asking for the order.” (This despite the fact the customer may not have the slightest interest in the product).
	“You’re just not a salesperson.” (Trust me, I heard that one from a manager myself).

	On and on it goes; blind stabs in the dark without a clear sense of the real problem. Only in sales does this kind of random advice pass for management feedback.
	The result is that salespeople get frustrated at their lack of progress. Worse, when they can’t see clearly what needs to be fixed or what skills need to be developed to improve their performance, they often resort to blaming external factors like th...
	But, let’s change gears. What if a salesperson is having success in the marketplace? Since salespeople are often successful and do not have a clearly defined sales process, doesn’t this negate the need for one? It is a logical question, but the answe...
	Is it native talent, blind luck, or sheer doggedness? Does he or she have a special skill or talent that others don’t have? Again, sales managers, who desperately want to replicate the success of a particular salesperson are uncertain whether they ca...
	Success in selling certainly requires some native talent, but there are a host of skills that must be developed to capitalize on that talent. Isolating those skills and applying them to a defined sales process enables a sales manager to consistently ...
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	The Right Place at the Right Time
	“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act,
	but a habit.”
	— Aristotle
	“Why not just kill them? I'll do it! I'll run up to Paris—bam, bam, bam, bam. I'm back before week's end. We spend the treasure.
	How is this a bad plan?”
	— From the 2002 film, Count of Monte Cristo
	EVERY SALESPERSON BEGINS every single week with exactly the same amount of time available to everyone else—168 hours. However, that time is perishable, so every single minute you waste is time you cannot recapture for future use.
	The time that you spend chasing down long-shot or low-probability opportunities is time that cannot be recovered. The time you spend making presentations to people who could never make a buying decision is time that could have been used to create pro...
	As a salesperson, time is your most precious commodity and you simply cannot afford to waste it.
	What may not be readily apparent is that two equally talented salespeople may produce dramatically different sales results simply because one has learned how to maximize his time and the other has not. While the first salesperson consistently qualifi...
	The truth is that selling is a numbers game, but not in the sense of chasing as many leads as possible or in making as many presentations as possible. Remember the idea about improving your batting average? That is the sense in which selling is a num...
	In order to make the most of your time, you need a defined sales process. One that prevents you from working on the wrong opportunities, talking to the wrong people, addressing the wrong needs, or making an ineffective presentation. One that gets you...
	A great sales process does all that, and much more. It is simple and easy to remember, yet extremely powerful. Here are the basic steps of the 1-on-1 Selling™ process:
	Step 1: Planning
	Identify what your “ideal” opportunity looks like.
	Blueprint your “ideal” prospects.
	Step 2: Discovery
	Interview the prospects that fit your plan.
	Reveal the prospect’s opportunities and current performance gaps.
	Step 3: Presentation
	Integrate your solution into the customer’s unique situation.
	Resolve any issues that would prevent you from winning the sale.
	Step 4: Delivery
	Implement your solution.
	Leverage your success.

	Plan and discover. Present and deliver. At the macro level, a very simple and easy-to-understand process. Each step, however, is more detailed and has very specific objectives:
	The planning phase is designed to prepare for the initial and/or preliminary sales calls and ensure you aren’t wasting your time on opportunities that don’t make sense. It makes sure you are talking to the right people and know a great deal about the ...
	The discovery phase is oriented around the qualification process and revealing the customer’s needs and buying motives. It makes sure you ask the right questions and understand exactly what is important to the customer.
	The presentation phase focuses on face-to-face presentation skills, resolution of issues, satisfying the customer’s buying criteria, and closing the sale. It makes sure that you match your solution to the customer’s needs and create a relationship wit...
	The delivery phase is concerned with solution implementation, after-sale follow-up, and the development of additional opportunities. It ensures that you provide exactly what you promised.
	Notice that the 1-on-1 Selling™ process begins with a healthy dose of information gathering and opportunity assessment. Again, many salespeople sprint right into the presentation part of selling with little time and effort dedicated to the planning a...
	Planning and discovery are designed to put you in the right opportunities, those that are well-qualified and create a strong fit for your product or service. Proper attention to these first two phases in the process are critical to creating consisten...
	Effective planning and discovery will not only help you get more hits, but these critical phases of the 1-on-1 Selling™ process will help you hit more doubles and triples and home runs. You will close more deals, and you will increase the size of the...
	This is a critical point for all high-performance salespeople. To reach your income earning potential, your primary objective is not to make as many presentations as possible, but to qualify as many high-value, high-probability opportunities as you can.
	In sports, coaches and managers constantly evaluate the game performance of their players. These evaluations are designed to identify the weaknesses in the players’ game, to break down the performance into its individual parts and identify areas that...
	Imagine for a moment what it would be like if coaches simply looked at won-lost records and didn’t break down the athlete’s performance into its process parts. Athletes with winning records would probably be labeled ‘born winners’ while losing athlet...
	Salespeople can avoid this problem by following the sales process that is the foundation of 1-on-1 Selling™. In addition to all its other benefits, this sales process will help you to break down your performance into its individual parts and identify...
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	1-on-1 Principles™
	Chapter 11:

	Implementing an effective sales process is the key to creating consistent sales performance, and the only way to truly know what is working and what isn’t.
	Chapter 12:
	A defined sales process provides the most effective use of your most valuable resource—your time.
	PART IV
	Planning
	Plan to Win
	“Have a bias toward action - let’s see something happen now.
	You can break that big plan into small steps and
	take the first step right away.”
	— Indira Gandhi
	“Plans are only good intentions unless they immediately
	degenerate into hard work.”
	— Peter Drucker
	FOUR HUNDRED AND TEN DAYS. That is how long it took to construct the Empire State Building. One year, one month, and fifteen days—start to finish.
	Upon completion, the Empire State Building was the tallest structure in the entire world—and remained so for forty years. It was the first building in the world to exceed one hundred floors. It reached 1,453 feet into the New York sky, requiring  57,...
	Yet, incredibly, it took little more than fourteen months to complete.
	Dubbed one of the seven wonders of the modern world by the American Society of Civil Engineers, the Empire State Building was envisioned by John J. Raskob and designed by the architectural firm of Shreve, Lamb & Harmon. In his book Higher: A Historic...
	Shreve, Lamb & Harmon planned out the entire skyscraper before the first story was raised. They knew the number of beams and columns, their lengths, and the amount of bolts and rivets needed to put them together.. . . [They] developed . . . a graphic...
	When the Empire State Building was completed in record time, it wasn’t an accident. No, the critical aspect of this stunning success—arguably the most important step in the whole process—was the development of a comprehensive step-by-step plan that p...
	And so it is with the process of building your sales success. To generate consistent sales performance, easily the most important step in the sales process is the first one, the creation of an effective plan to help you identify as many high-value, h...
	To achieve both of these objectives, we will do three specific things in the planning phase of the sales process:
	1. Use your best accounts to create a profile for the accounts you should pursue.
	2. Use that basic profile to “identify” as many potential  high-value prospects as possible.
	3. Create a “Blueprint” of each of these prospects.

	The planning phase of the sales process is designed to put you in those opportunities that give you the very best chance to win. Over the next few chapters, I will outline the details of how this is done and show you how this phase of the sales proce...
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	Pareto—A Salesperson’s
	Best Friend
	“You hit home runs not by chance, but by preparation.”
	— Roger Maris
	“It's not the will to win that matters—everyone has that.
	It's the will to prepare to win that matters.”
	— Paul "Bear" Bryant
	IN THE 1940s, management consultant Dr. Joseph M. Juran recognized that for many observable events, 80 percent of results stemmed from only 20 percent of the causes. In his writing, he described this phenomenon as the “vital few and trivial many,” and...
	The 80/20 rule, or Pareto’s Law, suggests that many things in life are unequally distributed, that a large percentage of results are typically created by a small percentage of inputs. Not surprisingly, this concept finds application in the business w...
	This simple principle has tremendous implications for salespeople. Here’s why: although salespeople recognize that larger customers typically require more of their time and attention, they will often work very hard to contact and cultivate most every...
	This is where our friend Pareto comes into the picture.
	Let’s complete an 80/20 analysis of your current customers.* First, obtain (or create) a sales report that lists all of your customers sorted by sales volume, what is typically referred to as a ‘Year-to-Date Sales Report by Customer Rank’. This repor...
	Once you have that report, find your total sales volume for the time period of the report, multiply that number by 80 percent, and record it.
	Now, we will determine how closely the 80/20 rule applies to your sales revenue.
	1. Count the total number of customers on your list. Record that number.
	2. Go back to your sales report. Begin with your largest customer and work down the list, adding up the sales for each of your accounts until you reach  the revenue total calculated above (80 percent of your sales revenue).
	3. When you reach that total, draw a line underneath that customer’s name that puts you over the top. Then count the number of accounts that you needed to reach 80 percent of your sales revenue. Record that number.
	4. Finally, divide the number from No. 1 (the total number of customers on your report) by the number from No. 3 (the number of accounts needed to get to 80 percent of your total revenue). This is the percentage of your accounts needed to reach 80 per...

	You may be wondering why we would take the time to identify your most significant customers, something that must already be quite obvious to you. What you will find is that knowing your most important customers is one thing, but analyzing those custo...
	First, for discussion purposes, we will label these accounts—the customers that produce 80 percent of your sales revenue—as your KEY accounts. Bear in mind that a “KEY” account means something specific. To be a KEY account, a customer has to produce ...
	What you will find is that, as your total sales revenue grows over time, the minimum value of a KEY account will grow with it. Also, a customer that is a KEY account today may eventually fall out of that category while others that are not currently K...
	Quite obviously, your KEY accounts are crucial to your continued success. At the same time, the revenue potential they represent means they are coveted by your competitors as well. Clearly, these customers are worthy of a presidential protection deta...
	Second, analyzing your KEY accounts will lead you to develop a very clear picture of the type of prospects you should be calling on, and why (more in Chapter 15). Since these are your best accounts, you want to analyze them in great detail to determi...
	Third, you will find that focusing on 20 percent of your accounts is much easier logistically than trying to manage all of them. For instance, if you have 100 accounts, managing 20 of them very closely is much easier than attempting to spend time wit...
	One very important point before we continue: each of your customers deserves your company’s very best efforts—both in terms of product or service delivery and the service and support they receive after the sale. However, the reason I want you to divi...
	*To download a form or spreadsheet for your 80/20 customer analysis, visit www.1on1selling.com and click on “Resources.”
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	The Real Value of KEY Accounts
	“There is nothing so useless as doing efficiently that which should not be done at all.”
	— Peter Drucker
	“Show me the money!”
	— Jerry Maguire
	AS A SALESPERSON, given a choice, which would you prefer: to manage 100 customer accounts that produce $1 million in revenue, or only 25 accounts that produce exactly the same amount?
	Silly question, right? Twenty-five accounts instead of one hundred for the same revenue? Easy choice.
	So, why do most salespeople—in real life—choose the first option? Let me explain.
	Revisiting the 80/20 rule, let’s assume you have 100 customers that are producing $1 million in total sales revenue. If the 80/20 rule holds true, then $800,000 of your revenue is being created by only 20 accounts—an average of $40,000 per account. O...
	For example, you will immediately see that the revenue produced by your average KEY account ($40,000) is four times as much as the average of all 100 accounts ($10,000). However, if we go a bit further, you will discover that KEY accounts are even mo...
	Let’s calculate the value of the remaining 80 accounts in our illustration. Since these customers do not generate enough revenue to be labeled as KEY accounts, we will differentiate them by labeling them as ‘Secondary’ accounts. Notice that these Sec...
	With this in mind, where do you think you should you be spending a good deal of your time?
	Let’s do one more thing to demonstrate how valuable your KEY accounts are. Just for the sake of illustration, consider what the impact would be if, in the exercise above, you lost (or voluntarily gave up) all 80 of those Secondary accounts. You would...
	The reality is that it would only require five new KEY accounts to replace the entire $200,000 in lost revenue! Five accounts averaging $40,000 in revenue (the average KEY account) would slash your account list from 100 to only 25 while generating th...
	Imagine the impact on your time management!
	Before we proceed, let me be crystal clear—I am not actually suggesting that you abandon the bottom 80 percent of your customers. What I am suggesting is that you consider very carefully how you manage your time. Because your time is not limitless, y...
	The Implications of the 80/20 Rule
	After 25 years of training and managing salespeople, I have seen the 80/20 principle consistently apply. It’s not always exactly 80/20, of course; sometimes it takes 25 or 30 percent of your customers to reach 80 percent of your revenue, but sometimes...
	If it takes much more than 20 percent of your customers to reach 80 percent of your total revenue, it is very likely that you don’t have enough large accounts and you are required to work very hard to produce less revenue than you should. If, however...
	The vast majority of salespeople, until they understand the implications of the unequal distribution in revenue between KEY accounts and Secondary accounts, try to spend equal amounts of time with all of their customers. With very few exceptions, thi...
	1. Protect, maintain, and further develop your KEY accounts.
	2. Send the balance of your time doing everything possible    to create more of those KEY accounts.
	3. Develop a strategy for your Secondary accounts.

	In the next chapter we will combine the second and third priorities and discover that the primary strategy for dealing with Secondary accounts is to mine them for potential KEY accounts.
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	Creating, developing, and protecting KEY accounts is critical to effective time and territory management.
	TARGETS of Opportunity
	“Whenever you want to achieve something, keep your eyes open, concentrate and make sure you know exactly what it is you want.
	No one can hit their target with their eyes closed.”
	— Paulo Coelho
	“Bad decisions made with good intentions are still bad decisions.”
	— Jim Collins
	IN HIS RUNAWAY BEST SELLER, Good to Great, author Jim Collins identified eleven companies that, according to his financial criteria, achieved a level of performance over an extended period of time that transcends the marketplace—that made them “great”...
	Unfortunately, for some of those companies, the road to greatness ended in an off-ramp to disaster. Circuit City went bankrupt. Wells Fargo needed a $25 billion government bailout. Fannie Mae turned into a train wreck as its stock plunged from over $...
	Despite these eventualities, Collins’ research lends some critical insights into the differences between an average company and an extraordinary one: Hire the right people. Ensure they are in the right places. Develop humble leaders. Create the right...
	A Hedgehog Concept is not a goal to be the best, a strategy to be the best, an intention to be the best, a plan to be the best.  It is an understanding of what you can be the best at. The distinction is absolutely crucial.
	The Hedgehog Concept is a direct way of finding out exactly how your company can be most successful and, according the Collins, stems from three simple questions:
	1. What can you be best in the world at?
	2. What drives your economic engine?
	3. What are you deeply passionate about?
	The beauty of the Hedgehog Concept is that we can apply a variation of it to your sales approach. Now that you have identified your KEY customers using the 80/20 rule, we can ask three very specific questions to create a clear map of exactly which cu...
	1. What do your best customers want/buy from your company?
	2. What do your best customers “look” like?
	3. Where can I find more just like them?
	Our purpose is quite simple: to take your current success stories (your KEY accounts) and to identify those prospective customers that have the potential to become success stories of their own (new KEY accounts).
	The Core of Successful Territory Management
	In the last chapter, we established these critical priorities for developing your sales territory after you have identified your KEY accounts:
	1. Protect, maintain, and further develop your KEY accounts (top 80 percent of your revenue).
	2. Spend the balance of your time doing everything possible to create more of those KEY accounts.
	3. Develop a strategy for your Secondary accounts (bottom 20 percent of your revenue).

	These three principles are the core of successful territory management. You should prioritize the majority of your time to protect and develop your most important customers and find more just like them. Going forward, the label that we will use for t...
	Please note that, just like the label “KEY,” we use the label “TARGET” to mean something very specific. A TARGET account is not just any prospect that you are working with. It is defined as any prospect that you believe has the potential to generate ...
	Also, remember that the revenue threshold to become a KEY account is not defined by the average revenue of your KEY accounts. It is determined by the revenue of the smallest KEY account. So, using the illustration from Chapter 14, the average revenue...
	So, your TARGET accounts are those prospects that can potentially produce the minimum threshold of revenue to become a KEY account, and these accounts are your highest priority. Having used the 80/20 principle to identify your KEY accounts, the next ...
	1. What do your best customers want/buy from your company?
	2. What do your best customers “look” like?
	3. Where can I find more just like them?
	The answers to these three questions will lead you to a laundry list of accounts that will ultimately become your TARGET accounts. To get started in this process, simply analyze your current KEY accounts with the following questions in mind:
	 What characteristics are common to a number of my KEY accounts?
	 Is there one product or service that seems to do very well in a number of  my KEY accounts?
	 Is there any specific approach or idea that I have used successfully in acquiring my KEY accounts?
	 Is there one competitor’s product/service that I have had success in converting to my product/service?
	 Is there a buyer with a certain type of background or personal association that prefers my product/service?

	If you don’t work in a specific industry (the medical market, for example), and your products or services are used in a variety of markets, answer these questions as well:
	 Is there a particular industry or market sector that is common to my KEY accounts?
	 Is there one type of business that is more common in your KEY accounts?

	Asking these questions will help you find any consistencies in your current customers that will point you in a very specific direction to new customers. It is not that you want to exclude any qualified opportunity, but you want to try to identify any...
	For example, you may find that you have several customers in the medical field or in manufacturing. You may do very well with family-owned businesses or locally-owned companies. Several of your best customers may currently utilize two specific produc...
	Easy Targets
	The logical place to look for TARGET accounts is right under your nose! Analyze the large number of accounts that currently produce the bottom 20 percent of your business. You already do business with these customers, and you probably know a great dea...
	 Do you have any new customers among your Secondary accounts that have only recently been added and have the potential to become a KEY account?
	 Do you have any Secondary accounts that could easily purchase additional products or services—or the same products/ services in other departments—but you have failed to create a plan to further penetrate the account? Could they become a KEY account?
	 Do you have Secondary accounts with subsidiaries, other business units, other locations, or related businesses that could generate enough business to potentially become a KEY account?

	An affirmative answer to any of these three questions automatically elevates that particular Secondary account to a TARGET account! Why? Because that current customer could potentially produce KEY account revenue.
	Once you have developed a lengthy list of TARGET accounts, it is time to get busy. The next steps in the planning phase of the sales process is to “blueprint” these accounts, and to qualify them to determine if and how they should be pursued.
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	Identifying and managing TARGET accounts—prospects that have the potential to become KEY accounts—is the most efficient way to grow and manage your sales territory.
	The Devil is in the Details
	“It’s the little details that are vital. Little things make
	big things happen.”
	— John Wooden

	YOU HAVE BEGUN TO DEVELOP a plan to grow your business. You have learned to focus on your KEY accounts and your TARGET accounts. At this point, one of the more common errors that salespeople tend to make is to rush headlong into a presentation with a ...
	Unfortunately, the truth is your prospects really don’t care about you or your company—at least not at first. What they do passionately care about is purchasing a product or service that will solve their specific problem, although with a few not-so-i...
	 They want to buy from a salesperson they like.
	 They want to buy from a salesperson they trust.
	 They want the transaction to be as painless as possible.
	 They want as little change as possible to their organization or internal systems.
	 They want to be able to justify the purchase to anyone who might question their decision.
	 And, of course, as they will readily tell you, they want the best price.

	The point is that before you launch into a boilerplate presentation about your superior products and the great company you work for, consider that your prospects might be much more impressed if you do a little homework to find out about them. As it t...
	Don Rainey is a partner in a prominent venture-capitalist firm specializing in high-potential technology companies. As someone who has seen a sizable number of sales presentations, he offers this advice to entrepreneurs approaching his firm looking f...
	One doesn't need be an expert on our history, track record or portfolio but a little knowledge can go a long way. Just a little awareness of our companies, professional background, and current boards can drive efficiency for the person pitching an id...

	This is fairly straightforward: If you don’t do your homework, you undermine your credibility! If you approach your prospects unprepared, they are likely to be irritated, if not outright offended. Further, they may conclude that your lack of preparat...
	Clearly, a salesperson that doesn’t have a basic understanding of an account is begging to be embarrassed or simply dismissed. This mistake is usually created by ignorance (a lack of training) or laziness (a lack of discipline), but it can be avoided...
	Blueprinting is what you do to acquire as much data as possible about the prospect—the company, the decision makers, the issues they currently face, and much more. The idea is to gain as much insight into the prospect’s business as you possibly can b...
	Let’s take a look at the information you should attempt to acquire for any significant sales opportunity (your TARGET accounts):
	 All relevant account contact information (address, phone, email, etc.)
	 Corporate structure—especially as it relates to the decision-makers
	 Website URL and all social media connections
	 Products/services currently used, and relevant vendors
	 Corporate mission, vision, and values
	 Cultural norms, business philosophy
	 Current organizational goals and/or objectives
	 Core marketing strategies
	 Primary competitors

	Wow! This sure seems like a lot of information to acquire before you even make your first call. However, I hope you see why it is important to spend some time doing your homework before you call on an account that might eventually land in your KEY ac...
	One note to remember: you may not be able to get all this information prior to your first call; in fact, in some instances you may find yourself face-to-face with a world-class prospect before you get the chance to do any blueprinting at all. You mig...
	Critical Blueprinting Information
	Of all the information to acquire, the most important is the corporate structure of the company—not only to discover who may be involved in the decision-making process, but also to determine if you can identify links into the account. Once you know wh...
	A cold call can warm up in a hurry if you are able to create these critical connections into the company, and the ability to do this effectively has increased many times over with the introduction of social networking tools, such as LinkedIn, Faceboo...
	Indeed, technology has opened the floodgates of information available to you. Corporate websites are loaded with useful information—company profiles, vision and mission statements, news and events, press releases, industry links, awards and recogniti...
	Local newspaper articles are frequently an excellent source of information about individuals in the company who are involved in  charity work, community or civic organizations, and other volunteer work. This opens up a whole new vista of opportunity—...
	In review, the purpose of blueprinting is twofold:
	1. To identify a potential link into the account—a referral, a     personal introduction, or a mutual connection you can
	reference.
	2. To help you better understand the prospect’s business so
	that your presentation can be tailored to the company’s
	needs, culture, and methods of doing business.

	Although you have gathered a tremendous amount of information about your prospect, there is still substantial work to be done before you jump into a product presentation. You need to further qualify the opportunity to ensure that you are investing yo...
	Also, for more invaluable information about blueprinting, read Beyond Selling Value: A Proven Process to Avoid the Vendor Trap, by Mark Shonka and Dan Kosch. Kaplan Business (2002).
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	1-on-1 Principles™
	Chapter 13:
	Planning isn’t sexy, but it is the single most important tool in building a consistent sales pipeline.

	The 80/20 rule is the key to identifying those high-value, high-probability customers that are most likely to use your products or services.
	Chapter 15:

	Creating, developing, and protecting KEY accounts is critical to effective time and territory management.
	Chapter 16:

	Identifying and managing TARGET accounts—prospects that have the potential to become KEY accounts—is the most efficient way to grow and manage your sales territory.
	Chapter 17:

	Doing your homework adds to your credibility, and will likely uncover valuable information you can use later.
	PART V
	Discovery
	The Art of the Interview
	“If you do not ask the right questions, you do not get the right
	answers. A question asked in the right way often points to its
	own answer. Asking questions is the A-B-C of diagnosis.” — Edward Hodnett
	“This is a sales pitch. It's not going to be won by the law,
	it's going to be won by the lawyers.”
	— Lieutenant Kaffee, A Few Good Men
	IF YOU LOVE MOVIES, chances are pretty good that A Few Good Men is somewhere in your list of favorites. Jack Nicholson. Tom Cruise. Demi Moore. A great courtroom thriller. What’s not to like?
	Perhaps you remember this classic exchange between Cruise (Lieutenant Kaffee) and Nicholson (Colonel Jessup):
	Jessup:
	You want answers?
	Kaffee:I want the truth!
	Jessup:
	You can’t handle the truth! Son, we live in a world that has walls, and those walls have to be guarded by men with guns. Who's gonna do it? You? You, Lieutenant Weinberg?
	I have a greater responsibility than you could possibly fathom. You weep for Santiago, and you curse the Marines. You have that luxury. You have the luxury of not knowing what I know. That Santiago's death, while tragic, probably saved lives. And my e...
	Kaffee:
	Did you order the Code Red?
	Jessup:
	I did my job.
	Kaffee:
	DID YOU ORDER THE CODE RED?
	Jessup:
	You damn right I did!!
	Picture a packed movie theater, and not a single sound from the crowd. You can hear a pin drop. That scene never fails to impress.
	But what is the relevance to selling?
	Sure, it’s fiction, but it mirrors the real world. Hours of preparation went into that decisive moment in the trial. Kaffee understood that he needed critical information from Jessup to make his case, so he prepared extensively to reach a point where...
	The point is, there are some very strong connections between the professions of selling and the law. In American law, discovery is the pretrial phase of a court case that gives involved parties an opportunity to gather relevant information from the o...
	The discovery phase of the 1-on-1 Selling™ process is very similar, except for one very important point—your prospect cannot be compelled by law to provide you with the information you want! Instead, you have to earn the right to that information.
	By that I mean you have to create enough credibility and trust with your prospects so they are comfortable sharing the information you need to move the sale forward. Then, assuming your prospect is willing to share the information you need, you still...
	What great salespeople learn is that interviewing skills are just as important as presentation skills! What this means is that salespeople need to master both the ability to ask effective questions and the ability to be a good listener. To that end, ...
	The problem is that salespeople often insist on dominating a sales call, talking for as much as 80 percent of their time with the prospect. In most cases, this happens because they believe that selling is defined as telling the prospect everything th...
	Unfortunately, they are mistaken. The truth is that control is not gained by telling, but by asking. Effective salespeople, like effective attorneys, recognize that there is enormous power and control in asking the right questions and pursuing the cl...
	The Customer Interview
	The discovery phase of the 1-on-1 Selling™ process outlines the first few calls on your prospective customer, and these initial calls, or a single call in some cases, are best described as “interview” calls.
	The interview call is exactly what it sounds like—your chance to interview the prospect and discover the necessary information you need to make decisions about the opportunity, to continue in the opportunity, or to possibly set it aside in lieu of ot...
	Whether it is a cold call, a warm call, or an open-arms invitation from the account, this call (or calls) is designed to 1) provide you with the critical information you need to move the sale forward, 2) define you and your company to the prospect, a...
	Whether it takes one call or more, you will have three distinct objectives during the discovery phase of the 1-on-1 Selling™ process:
	1. To “qualify” the prospect.
	2. To reveal the prospect’s needs.
	3. To determine the prospect’s agendas for the purchase.
	Keep in mind that, as you plan your first few calls, these should be your objectives for the call. When you have completed the discovery phase of the sales process and decide to move forward, it will be because you have determined that the account is...
	We will spend the next several chapters unraveling the details.
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	Is Your Customer Qualified?
	“An investment in knowledge pays the best interest.”
	— Benjamin Franklin
	IT IS A CONSISTENT ACT of human nature for one to take personal credit for success but to blame circumstances or others for any failure. Salespeople are absolutely guilty: When we win a sale, it’s because we’re good at what we do. When we lose a sale,...
	Because it certainly couldn’t be because we did something wrong. Or could it? Examine this list of sales disasters and decide what they all have in common:
	 An unknown decision-maker pops up near the end of the sales process and kills the deal.
	 You think you have a sale, but find out at the last minute the budget hasn’t been approved.
	 After your sales presentation, the customer asks why you didn’t address a critical issue—an issue you didn’t even know about.
	 You find the perfect prospect and spend weeks getting the end-user excited about using it, only to find out that the company has a three-year contract with the current vendor.
	 After presenting your solution to the prospect, you learn that two competitors are introducing new products for the client to consider.
	What do you think? Are these blowouts a failure to present the prospect with the lowest price? Is it poor marketing? Is it the economy? Of course not. In each case, the real culprit is laziness! It is a failure to extract critical account information...
	Unidentified decision makers. Unavailable funds. Unknown issues. New competitors. In each case—and in many other similar failures—the salesperson didn’t do his homework. He failed to thoroughly qualify the customer and not only lost the sale, but was...
	During the first two phases of the sales process (Planning and Discovery), your guiding mission is to qualify the opportunity—to answer a number of key questions regarding the opportunity to determine if it is a good investment of your time, and to d...
	Using your time wisely is critically important to your sales success, and qualifying each opportunity is the foundation of managing your time well. Effectively qualifying each prospect will prevent you from wasting valuable time with an account that ...
	The five initial qualification criteria you should reference are listed below. Understanding the answers to each of these qualifiers is a must for every TARGET account if you are to fully appreciate and prioritize the opportunity.
	 Potential Needs
	Do you thoroughly understand the customer’s need? Have you identified a performance gap in the current product or service for which you can provide a solution?
	 Current Competitors
	Do you know the current vendor and/or those vendors that will be competing for the sale? Do you understand what they will offer the customer? Do you have a thorough understanding of the competitors and their competitive advantages?
	 Decision Makers and Other Influencers
	Do you know all the decision makers and any other individuals who will influence the final decision? These may include any or all of the following: the end-user, the department manager, the financial authority, the information technology manager (if t...
	 BudgetIs there a specific amount budgeted for the purchase? Are funds available if a decision is made? Is the prospect dictating terms, pricing, penalties, etc.?
	 Timing of DecisionIs the prospect prepared to move forward? Are they just looking, or are they ready to buy? Do they want to implement in stages? Is the decision contingent on some other event? Is there a deadline that is driving the purchase decis...
	These five criteria are the key indicators for moving forward with a prospect. If any one of these criteria is unknown, it should serve as an immediate red flag—proceed with caution until you have obtained the information. Time after time, salespeopl...
	Filling in the blanks of these criteria will help you avoid the critical mistakes that can derail a potential sale. In my view, collecting this information should be automatic for every single TARGET account you pursue.
	In most cases you will have already begun to acquire this information during the planning phase of the sales process. For example, it is often quite easy to determine the products or services the prospect is currently using, as well as the vendors th...
	The Death Trap
	Remember the opening scene in Raiders of the Lost Ark? Indiana Jones is deep in the jungle looking for legendary treasure from some long-forgotten culture. As he ventures deep into a cave, he has to negotiate his way past a number of invisible death t...
	Qualifying your accounts is like that. One misstep and you’re impaled on a spike or full of poisonous darts. Metaphorically, of course.
	DANGER! Your biggest challenge may be to have the discipline to qualify every opportunity. It is extremely easy to be unduly influenced by the allure of a “big account” that seems to be on the fast track and skip right over the qualification process....
	Consistently qualifying your prospects will help you avoid simple mistakes that can kill a golden opportunity. The first time you decide to skip a step, make an assumption, or fail to fill in all the blanks is the one time that giant boulder will rol...
	If you’re thinking that sounds like personal experience, you would be correct.
	1-on-1 Principle™
	A salesperson’s first objective is to identify and thoroughly qualify high-value, high-probability opportunities.
	Managing Your First Impression
	“You persuade a man only insofar as you can talk his language by speech, gesture, tonality, order, image, attitude, idea,
	identifying your ways with his.”
	— Kenneth Burke
	MANY YEARS AGO, while I was working in the orthopedic industry, I had the occasion to meet one of the doctors from an orthopedic clinic in Pine Bluff, Arkansas. I met this particular doctor at an industry convention and he became quite interested in o...
	A short time later I flew into Little Rock, rented a car, and drove the 45 miles to Pine Bluff in order to work with the first two patients. I was really stoked about the opportunity—and it probably couldn’t have gone any worse. Upon arriving, I lear...
	I immediately called the company to explain the dilemma and ask if we had any options whatsoever. I knew the only possible remedy was to get supplies from another customer in the area, but when you’re desperate, you start hoping for dramatic rescues....
	Fat chance. Customer Service served up the bad news: find another customer or you’re out of luck. Unfortunately, the patients were already in the office waiting, and the nearest customer was almost an hour away in Little Rock—two hours round trip. I ...
	Frustrated with the failure, I said something on the phone to my Customer Service representative like, “I’m out in the middle of nowhere. I can’t just run down the street for supplies.” Maybe it was my tone. Maybe it was the words I used. Who knows? ...
	And that was the end of my business in that clinic. I ordered the supplies and, with profuse apologies, reset the appointments. But, when the supplies arrived, they promptly shipped them back and refused to take my calls. It was over a year before I ...
	In case you’re not completely sure yet, first impressions are reasonably important.
	Getting Off to a Good Start
	So, you’ve done a fair amount of homework, and you have a sense of the things you know about the prospect and the things you don’t. It’s now time to make that all-important first call. This is where you have to pay very close attention, because there ...
	Dale Carnegie once said, “There are four ways, and only four ways, in which we have contact with the world. We are evaluated and classified by these four contacts: what we do, how we look, what we say, and how we say it.” He was alluding to the ways ...
	Conversely, these are the same four ways in which a salesperson can potentially leave a negative impression without intending to do so:
	 What we do
	 How we look
	 What we say
	 How we say it

	For instance, some salespeople make the mistake of becoming too familiar with a prospect right away, acting as if they are old friends who routinely tell each other everything—shortly after shaking hands for the very first time. This would be an exam...
	Occasionally, salespeople are guilty of believing their freedom of expression shouldn’t influence a buyer’s opinion. So, we disregard what people may think and decide that 12 earrings or sleeve tattoos or purple hair shouldn’t matter to a customer.  ...
	Some salespeople fall prey to the bad habits of openly criticizing a competitor or spreading industry rumors or using language the prospect feels is inappropriate. This could be an example of what we say or how we say it that might leave a negative i...
	The point is that your first impression, if done poorly, can serve as a quick ticket to your dismissal as a serious candidate to do business with the prospect. This is not moralizing; this is Human Relations 101. If you want to persuade people to ent...
	Remember, people buy from people they like and trust!
	Since our objective is to create a positive first impression with our prospects, it is important to double-check a few critical items before we make our sales call:
	 Is your appearance professional and appropriate for the prospect’s business environment?
	 Are you equipped with the appropriate business tools—business cards, notebook, iPad, brochures, and other collateral materials?
	 Do you know how to say your contact’s name correctly? Most of the time, prospects will offer their names in the introduction. If not, simply say, “I suspect your (first or last) name could be pronounced a couple of different ways, and I’d like to ge...
	 Respect has never gone out of style, and courtesy is always appropriate. Ask for permission rather than make assumptions. Say thank you. Learn how to shake hands properly. Put your cell phone into silent mode.
	 Smile and present yourself positively. Avoid whining or complaining about the weather, the economy, or anything else. Chances are you might be the only positive person they see that day, and too many salespeople start off a sales call complaining ab...

	Make no mistake, selling is tough enough without sabotaging your own efforts. Make sure you give yourself a chance to connect with your prospect by creating a positive and productive first impression.
	1-on-1 Principle™
	You only get one chance to make a first impression. It can make or break a sale.
	The Initial Sales Call
	“Purpose doesn't make the decision easier, it makes it clearer.”
	— Roy Spence
	— Dale Carnegie
	ONE OF THE REASONS business people dread salespeople is the first few minutes of a sales call. Although there are some people who really do like to chat about their favorite sports team, or the weather, or that family picture on the desk, most prospec...
	This means that the way you handle the first few minutes of the call is critical in identifying yourself as a business professional.
	Certainly, a pleasant greeting and introduction are in order. If the prospect responds with small talk, use good judgment in forming a response. Small talk is the socially acceptable way of breaking the ice in a polite fashion; it is not an invitatio...
	Then, once your greetings and small talk are concluded, begin by offering your prospect the reason(s) for your call—your Call Purpose. Here is a simple version:
	“Tom, thank you for your time. I wanted to meet with you and introduce myself, and talk about (a concept, an idea, or a specific benefit of your product or service).”
	Option 1: “Based on what I know about you, I think there may be an opportunity to (describe a significant benefit your company might provide, or a performance gap you might address).”
	Or, use Option 2, if you were referred or the prospect contacted you with interest: “My understanding is that you may have an interest in (a concept, an idea, or a specific benefit of your product or service).”
	“But, with your permission, I would like to take a few minutes to learn more about your current situation. Would that be okay?”

	This simple opening creates a clear context for the call and tells your prospect exactly what you hope to accomplish. It focuses the call on the prospect and his needs—not on you and your company. If your proposed benefit or competitive advantage is ...
	It is important to understand the reason for stating your Call Purpose. This statement of purpose is much like the headline of a good story—it is designed to capture the prospect’s interest and create the desire to hear more. The most important compo...
	Please note the focus on the last phrase in the approach outlined above. Your objective is to take a few minutes to learn more about their current situation. This sounds much warmer and much more personal than saying, “I want to ask you some question...
	The idea of learning about the prospect’s current situation is also very important because things change! It is not at all uncommon to acquire information that is no longer applicable or relevant. Decision makers change. Business objectives change. B...
	Here, for example, is how a salesperson from a printing company might open an interview call:
	“John, I appreciate your time today. I wanted to talk to you briefly about large format printing for your engineering drawings. Based on what I know now, I think we may be able to reduce your turnaround time on large format printing by two or three d...

	It doesn’t matter if you are selling to an individual buyer, or if you are involved in a complex transaction with several decision makers and a long buying cycle. Opening your conversation with a statement of your Call Purpose gives everyone an agend...
	“Thanks to all of you for your time this morning. I would like to talk with you about the ways we can bring our “local company” focus to your business while, at the same time, offering you “big company” management tools to give you considerably more ...

	The key is to do good research during the planning phase and customize your benefit to a need or a gap that will capture the prospect’s interest. Whether you are asking for an appointment or kicking off an interview call, this opening sets the prospe...
	 Why are you making the call?
	 Why should I meet with you?
	 What benefits will be discussed?
	 What problem(s) are you addressing?
	More importantly, you set the expectation that the conversation will be about the prospect—not you. Keep in mind that the average salesperson will typically open a sales call with a 20-minute monologue that describes, in painful detail, the company’s...
	Perhaps you have experienced the result of this blunder. It sounds like this: “Thanks for stopping by. Do you have some information you can leave?” or something similar. Regardless, your time, your most precious commodity, has been completely wasted ...
	At this point, your prospect really doesn’t have any reason to care about your company. He or she is probably trying to fit this sales call in around a thousand other things that need attention, so there certainly isn’t any spare time available just ...
	To open your call, use the Call Purpose outline, and then immediately follow up with a strategic dialogue question (see Chapter 23). Not only will it get your call off to a great start, you will immediately gain credibility with the prospect.
	1-on-1 Principle™
	Skip the Interrogation
	“A prudent question is one-half of wisdom.”
	— Francis Bacon
	“All we want are the facts, ma’am.”
	— Joe Friday, Dragnet
	BY NOW YOU SHOULD clearly see that, in the world of selling, information is everything. Depending upon the complexity of your product or service, you might need the answers to, literally, dozens of questions. In complex sales, or in opportunities with...
	In most sales opportunities, there is a mountain of data to be considered and a number of variables to be weighed, so a salesperson must become very adept at asking good questions! However, it’s not just the questions themselves; it is the ability to...
	No one likes to be interrogated.
	This is a minor point with major implications. It means if your typical sales call sounds like a policeman grilling a criminal suspect, your results are probably going to be disappointing. There is, in fact, considerable skill and patience involved i...
	Plowing through a list of questions in rapid-fire sequence can put a serious damper on a normal conversation. If you’re not sure you agree, try it at home with your spouse or kids and see how they react. Just ask question after question until they th...
	Here is how it might sound in a sales call:
	“Which model do you use?”
	“How long have you had it?”
	“Who did you buy from?”
	“What do you like about it?”
	“Did you purchase or lease?”
	“Did you purchase the extended warranty?”
	“How often does the product have to be serviced?”
	“Have you budgeted for a replacement?”
	“Is there an existing contract? When does it expire?”
	“Will you make this decision, or will others be involved?”
	“Are others competitors being considered? Who are they?”
	“Who will be involved in making this decision?”
	“Who will ultimately use the product?”
	“What specific problems are you trying to solve?”
	“Are you replacing or upgrading your current product?”
	“How will the buying process work?”
	“Do you want to lease or purchase?”
	“Will you need on-site technical support?”

	You get the idea. About half-way through this list of questions the prospect will start to fidget. By the time you have reached the last question, the prospect will be ready to strangle you. Remember this: While the interview call is about gathering ...
	High-performance salespeople make the discovery call look easy not because they are “born salespeople,” but because they invest a lot of time and effort in preparation. If your current style of preparation is to grab a brochure and a product sample o...
	Skilled salespeople learn how to weave key questions into an easy dialogue with the prospect. As the call progresses, they pay careful attention to the prospect’s body language. Do the answers come easily and naturally? Does the prospect appear comfo...
	In any event, an experienced salesperson is clued in to the customer and recognizes when it is time to wrap up a call and decide on the next steps.
	1-on-1 Principle™
	An interrogation is the last thing any prospect wants to endure.
	A Successful Sale Starts with
	a Conversation
	“Ideal conversation must be an exchange of thought, and not, as many of those who worry most about their shortcomings
	believe, an eloquent exhibition of wit or oratory.”— Emily Post
	“Even though we may feel that we are listening very hard, what we are usually doing is listening selectively, with a present agenda
	in mind, wondering as we listen how we can achieve certain
	desired results and get the conversation over with
	as quickly as possible, or redirect it in ways
	more satisfactory to us.”
	— M. Scott Peck
	ONE OF THE PRINCIPAL PRODUCTS I sold in the orthopedic industry was a custom-fabricated knee brace that patients wore to stabilize their damaged or surgically-repaired knees. I had, in fact, been one of those patients. Prior to joining the company, I ...
	As you observe athletes wearing knee braces during competition, one of the things you quickly notice is that brace movement on the leg is a consistent and significant problem. During rigorous activity, as gravity and leg motion work together, a knee ...
	It was this one issue that provided me with an amazing competitive advantage in the orthopedic community. Our product was specifically designed with a patented suspension system that eliminated brace slippage as an issue. The impact on both patient a...
	The challenge was how best to introduce this advantage to the orthopedic surgeon.
	I finally hit upon a powerful question that I used very successfully to create a natural dialogue with doctors. After introducing myself and communicating the purpose for my call, I would simply ask this question: “Doctor, in your experience, what do...
	At the time, there was considerable debate in the orthopedic community about the value and effectiveness of knee braces. Physicians had to balance a number of issues in choosing to prescribe a brace for a patient: protecting the surgically-repaired k...
	So, whether the response was delivered sarcastically or seriously, I typically received one of three answers to my question:
	 “They don’t work.”
	 “They cost too much.”
	 “Patients complain about them all the time.”

	The value of my opening question was that it always led to a discussion of one (or more) of these core issues, and eventually the conversation would turn to the slippage issue where I could clearly differentiate my product from the competition.
	The Strategic Dialogue Question
	John “Grizz” Deal has been touted as a ‘super-salesman’ by Inc. magazine. The aptly named ‘Deal’ is the CEO of Hyperion Power Generation, a start-up company that sells a very unique product—a small, simple nuclear power plant that looks very much like...
	I try to keep things relaxed—let's just talk. But I don't need to know if he's married, and I don't want to seem like I'm trying to be his best friend. You want to get to the point where they feel emotionally committed to a partnership. But that's a ...

	Get them talking and “shut up”—best advice ever. What book on sales doesn’t discuss listening at length? However, while most salespeople need to listen more, the more difficult question is this: How do you get your prospect talking?
	As strange as that question may seem, it comes up a lot. Salespeople often complain that they can’t get their prospects to open up and share critical information. In my experience, the challenge is that salespeople are often guilty of asking the wron...
	What product do you use now?
	Who is your current vendor?
	How often do you order?
	While these questions may need to be answered, your first objective is to get your prospect talking about core issues, and the best way to do that is to turn the call over to the prospect right away. After you state the purpose for your call (see Cha...
	Here are some examples:
	 How do you think your company is different from those companies you compete with? What gives you an edge?
	 What is the biggest challenge you’ve encountered in trying to achieve your objectives this year?
	 If you could draw things up exactly the way you want, what would you change in your company?
	 How is the current economy impacting your ability to (fill in the blank)?
	From a printing company salesperson:
	 What is the biggest challenge you face in reproducing engineering drawings?
	 If you could improve on the process you use to reproduce drawings in your engineering department, what would you most like to change?
	 How do you balance the cost of color printing against the volume of copies required in a typical presentation binder?
	From an insurance salesperson:
	 Do you feel like you have a sense of the internal factors that impact premium costs?
	 How effective has your wellness program been in engaging your employees and controlling costs?
	 How do you approach balancing costs against adding benefits for employees?

	The objective here is simple: Ask an insightful question, and then shut up and listen! Let the prospect describe the issues he or she is facing, but resist the urge to jump in and start fixing things right away. If you listen carefully, the answers w...
	What I have found is that the hallmark of successful salespeople in every industry is the ability to transform a sales call into a natural conversation. Like any conversation, there is a comfortable give-and-take between the salesperson and the prosp...
	The key to a great dialogue is finding the right question.
	1-on-1 Principle™
	Getting your prospect talking is the key to unlocking the door to a sale.
	Filling in the Blanks
	“The most successful people in life are generally those who have
	the best information.”
	— Benjamin Disraeli

	EARLY IN MY SALES CAREER I attended a corporate two-week sales training class for new salespeople in Baltimore, Maryland. It was excellent training, and it had a little bit of everything: product knowledge, role play, selling skills training, a presen...
	Participants were thoroughly prepped by their managers to do well at the class because each session produced two highly sought-after awards: Most Valuable Player and Best Final Presentation. Winning one of these awards carried a lot of prestige, not ...
	Prior to the training class, my sales manager warned me that in the first session on the very first day, the trainer would ask each salesperson to do an impromptu role-play sales call. Wouldn’t you know, lucky me, I was chosen to go first.
	Fortunately, I was prepared.
	My manager had coached me on how to breeze through this nerve-wracking “test” with flying colors. What he said was simple: When you are given the role-play scenario, you will get only a couple of minutes to prepare. Read the scenario carefully and de...
	Once you ask a question, he said, quit thinking about what to say next and just listen very, very carefully to the answers you receive. As you begin to understand the scenario, use the information you gather to create a solution that makes sense for ...
	Using his advice, I not only did well in that first test, but I ultimately used the same advice to win the highly coveted Best Final Presentation award.
	Most salespeople, and quite a few sales managers, would suggest that listening is the one critical skill that determines the difference between occasional and consistent success. It is hard not to agree with this principle; after all, the salesperson ...
	However, the importance of listening is completely dependent upon a much more critical skill—the ability to ask the right questions. Yes, being a great listener is important, but if you’re asking bad questions, or the wrong questions, the information...
	In other words, if you prepare well, you will spend much less time in the sales call thinking about the questions you need to ask. Your questions will be focused on the critical issues and you won’t stumble over the phrasing. Most importantly, since ...
	Creating the right questions is a fairly straightforward process: Take what you currently know about the prospect’s business and compare it to what you need to know, with special focus on finding performance gaps (Chapter 26) and discovering the buyer...
	If you find yourself wondering how successful salespeople make it look so easy, you’ve found your answer. Good preparation for a sales call is as easy as thinking through the possibilities. What are the gaps in my understanding of the prospect’s need...
	1-on-1 Principle™
	No Credibility, No Sale
	IN DECEMBER 2001, George O’Leary resigned as the head football coach of the Notre Dame Fighting Irish. He held that prestigious position for exactly five days. As it turns out, lying on your resume is not a very good idea. Perhaps you find that to be ...
	They considered. She left.
	And there was Kenneth Lonchar (Veritas). And Ronald Zarrella (Bausch & Lomb). And Laura Callahan (Homeland Security). And Robert Irvine (Food Network). And Scott Thompson (Yahoo). They all misrepresented their accomplishments on their resumes.
	Which, as you probably suspect, is generally not good for one’s credibility.
	For the professional salesperson, credibility is everything. In Chapter 20, I shared a story in which one action—what should have been a completely harmless telephone conversation—completely killed a sales opportunity for me. It was completely uninte...
	Consider this classic example of how salespeople make stupid credibility mistakes. Have you ever walked onto a car lot and been greeted with these classic words: “What do I need to do to get you into a car today?”
	This throw-away question is so common that comedian Jerry Seinfeld used it as a parody in a Seinfeld episode. Seinfeld fans may remember a scene in a car dealership where Jerry is sitting with Elaine and her high-fiving boyfriend, Puddy, and Jerry as...
	Pretty fun in a sitcom. Completely brainless in selling.
	The problem is that this common blunder violates a timeless selling principle: people buy from people they like and trust. Unfortunately, thirty seconds onto the car lot, you already don’t like the salesperson. Why? Because he is only interested in g...
	In fact, the answer to the question, “What do I need to do to get you into a car today?” is glaringly obvious: “Give me the car I want, with the options I want, at the price I want.”
	But didn’t the salesperson know that already?
	Human nature is pretty simple. When a buyer is intent on making a sizeable purchase, or is planning to buy a product or service repeatedly over the long-term, or will have to rely on a company for after-sale maintenance and support, that buyer will ha...
	That means a salesperson must have solid credibility with a prospect before launching into a sales presentation. In essence, a salesperson has to ‘earn the right’ to do business with the prospect.
	So, what are the critical issues in establishing your credibility as you move forward? How do you make the move from being ‘just another salesperson’ to a salesperson with whom the prospect is sincerely interested in doing business?
	1. The credibility you receive if you are referred by a trusted colleague or friend of the prospect.
	2. Your reputation (or your company’s reputation), if known.
	3. Your professionalism and approach.
	4. The value given to you when you know and understand the prospect’s business.
	5. The demonstration of your industry knowledge.
	6. The demonstration of your knowledge of the product and its various applications.
	7. Your experience in the industry and previous successes.
	8. Your personal credentials and capabilities.

	As a salesperson, you have to be concerned with each one of these factors. The very best scenario is one in which you are referred to the prospect. The next best is to have a strong reputation prior to your first visit. Arriving at your first call as...
	However, if you were not referred or the prospect is learning about you for the very first time, this initial call is your proving ground. The last thing you want is to lose a sale simply because you failed to sufficiently establish your credibility.
	By the way, one of the ways salespeople tend to get ahead of themselves is to jump directly to the sales presentation without having done sufficient discovery. Seeing a potential fit for their product or service, salespeople often launch directly int...
	1-on-1 Principle™
	Hidden Treasure
	“Every sale has five basic obstacles: no need, no money, no hurry,
	no desire, no trust.”— Zig Ziglar
	“Listen for hints to things that limit the buyer’s ability to use the competition. Look for clues to the time pressures or problems
	the buyer may be confronting. Listen for clues to what
	other people in the buyer’s organization may think
	of your product. Listen for all the things you may
	have going for you, things that strengthen
	your negotiation position.”
	— Gary Karrass
	THERE ARE SEVERAL BARRIERS standing between you and a sale. According to legendary sales trainer, Zig Ziglar, there are five: a need for your product, the ability to pay, a sense of urgency, a desire for the product, and trust in you, the salesperson....
	You can’t even get started if the prospect doesn’t have a need; in fact, the other four obstacles won’t even come into play. A prospect must have a need or, at minimum, very quickly perceive a need, or any potential sale is dead on arrival. Your chal...
	In my experience, to make that eventuality more likely, you need to find and exploit a performance gap, which is the difference between what the prospect is currently experiencing and what he or she would experience after choosing your solution.
	Jim Koch is the Founder and Chairman of the Boston Beer Company, purveyor of the highly successful Samuel Adams brand of beers. When Koch started the company in 1984, he viewed sales “as a slightly questionable act that involved separating people fro...
	Now, nearly three decades later, the company has over 800 employees and upwards of $500 million in annual revenue, and Koch readily admits that “without sales, there is no business to manage.”
	In the early days of the business, going from one bar to the next to sell Samuel Adams Boston Lager, Koch quickly latched on to the value of exploiting a performance gap:
	The essence of selling is figuring out how what you’re offering will help customers accomplish their objectives—not your objective, their objectives. Anything else is pointless and self-serving. When I walk into a bar, I have about 30 seconds to under...
	This is where salespeople often lose traction. They look at a prospect using a product or service like theirs and see nothing more than an opportunity to sell a similar product or service. Successful salespeople, on the other hand, see the same oppor...
	In fact, the bigger the perceived gap, the better the opportunity to make a sale, assuming the costs do not outweigh the realized benefits for the prospect.
	Here are examples of areas where performance gaps can be identified:
	 A similar product/service but with greatly improved performance
	 New or different product features with new or different benefits
	 A solution with new or additional applications
	 A solution that addresses a currently unresolved challenge or issue
	 A solution that is more efficient or more productive, or lowers operating costs
	 A solution that increases sales
	 A solution that lowers the total cost of ownership
	 More extensive inventory availability
	 Quicker delivery or turnaround
	 Superior warranty coverage
	 Additional support services—design, implementation, main-tenance, service, training, etc.

	In short, a performance gap is any area you identify that will save a prospect time or money, increase revenue, trim expenses, or solve a problem that negatively impacts the company. If your company provides better product availability or delivery, o...
	However, one word of warning: any gap you identify must be something the prospect is truly interested in or it has no value.
	Here is a four-step process to creating a list of potential performance gaps for any prospect:
	Step 1: Clearly define your prospect’s current solution.
	Step 2: Outline the new or different benefits the prospect will enjoy with your solution. This includes any new or different product/service features that provide tangible benefits to the prospect, or any aspect of your product that will make money, s...
	Step 3: Look at the prospect’s current results from their solution, and record the strengths and weaknesses of those results. Use this analysis to create a list of positive changes in those results that your solution will provide. What new results, an...
	Step 4: Identify the prospect’s desired results. This is most easily done by asking: “What is the most critical thing you want to accomplish in making a change?” or “What specific improvements are you looking for in a new product/service?” or “Are the...

	Remember, a performance gap is only valuable if your prospect perceives that it has value, so the list you create from the process above should result in a number of questions to ask during the discovery process. You need to determine the level of in...
	A couple of warnings: First, you never want to move into a full-blown product or service presentation until you have a clear idea of the most compelling reasons the prospect has for pursuing your solution. Second, you should always be aware that diff...
	1-on-1 Principle™
	You Feel Me?
	“When dealing with people remember you are not dealing with
	creatures of logic, but creatures of emotion.”
	— Dale Carnegie

	FANS ARE OFTEN SHOCKED when superstar collegiate athletes decline the opportunity to turn pro and earn millions of dollars, choosing instead to return to college and compete for another year in the NCAA.
	Which, in case you’re not up to speed, pays nothing (theoretically, at least).
	At the end of the 2011 football season, junior USC quarterback Matt Barkley was projected as a top pro prospect who would inevitably sign a multimillion-dollar contract to play in the National Football League. Barkley had finished the season with ove...
	It might appear to an impartial observer that this choice makes little, if any, sense. Barkley could choose fame, financial security, and the opportunity to play in the NFL, or he could stay in school, risk injury, and forfeit a multimillion-dollar p...
	Such is the power of emotion in any decision-making process. Barkley went to USC for the opportunity to continue in a long tradition of football success at the university—to play in the Rose Bowl, to win a national title, to compete for a Heisman Tro...
	What value do you put on those things?
	When I first started selling, I viewed my objective in very simple terms. Each opportunity was a contest where the best presentation—in my view, the best argument—would win the sale. My job was to ‘debate’ the competition, to position my product again...
	At the same time, I had to subtly shine the light of day on my competitor’s solution, highlight its glaring weaknesses and simultaneously dismiss its strengths as insignificant. Clearly, my approach to selling assumed that the buyer would make a deci...
	Unfortunately, my prospects didn’t always go along.
	After losing out on several opportunities that I felt I should’ve won, I slowly began to catch on to the idea that there are a number of factors that influence a prospect’s buying decision, and many of those factors are not—strictly speaking—all that...
	Still, all things being equal, I stubbornly held on to the belief that the best product or service solution would inevitably win the day, and sometimes that seemed to be true. Frequently, however, I found myself coming away from an opportunity as sec...
	It was about that time that I began reading Zig Ziglar’s classic sales book, Ziglar on Selling, and the lights started to come on. It was the first time that I seriously considered that emotion might play a role in a prospect’s decision.
	On the other hand, if we use only logical questions (which the prospects answer out of their intellect), we might well educate them about their needs and the benefits of our product or service, but there is a strong likelihood that they will go down ...
	The key here is to understand what Zig means by the word “emotion.” Although an emotion is typically understood to be a feeling such as joy or anger or fear, it is actually much better understood—especially in the context of selling—as an internal mo...
	Fear, for example, is a powerful emotion, but it is also a very powerful motivator. The fear of loss, the fear of failure, the fear of what others think, the fear of the unknown—all are emotions that can be critical motivators in a purchasing decision.
	Successful salespeople are keenly aware that a key objective in the sales process is to discover and understand what internal motivations are driving the purchasing decision. If you fail to understand those motivations, you can win the debate but sti...
	1-on-1 Principle™
	The Hazards of Change
	JIM IS A YOUNG, HARD-CHARGING salesperson. He has gone to work for a relatively new company, one with an exciting new product line. Jim works hard, knows his product line, and is good with customers. Currently, he is working with a prospect who is qui...
	For good reasons, Jim is excited about this opportunity and has become very enthusiastic about winning the sale. First, his proposed solution has advanced features not currently offered by any of his competitors, which provides him with a tangible pe...
	Second, the prospect took Jim aside to let him know his price is a bit high, which Jim takes as a good sign. He assured the prospect that he is willing to be competitive with his pricing and the prospect seemed very pleased. One thing is for sure, Ji...
	Finally, Jim feels very good about the relationship he has developed with the buyer. During his solution presentation, the buyer was very open about the features he likes and had very few objections. From the very beginning, each meeting has been pro...
	Jim’s competitor in this opportunity is Jennifer, a ten-year industry veteran who represents a much larger and better known company. She has also presented a solid product solution, one that clearly meets all the buyer’s requirements, although in com...
	As Jim drives to his final meeting with the prospect, he is already spending his commission. He has strong knowledge of Jennifer’s product line and, based solely on the merits, he firmly expects to win this sale. He believes that his solution fits th...
	Imagine Jim’s surprise when the prospect welcomes him into his office, thanks him for all of his efforts, and informs him that the company has decided to go with Jennifer’s solution. Jim’s enthusiasm turns immediately to disbelief, and eventually giv...
	What in the world happened?
	Is It Really Worth It?
	One of the critical issues that prospects struggle with is change. Is the proposed change—to a new product and a new vendor—worth the time and hassle involved in making that change, regardless of the ultimate benefit of the solution?
	This is profoundly important for a number of reasons. First, in many sales situations there is a competitor entrenched in the account. Oddly enough, customers will often tolerate less-than-ideal performance from an incumbent vendor simply because of ...
	Second, while your solution may be full of new, innovative features with significant benefits, in many cases your customers don’t want to be a test case. They don’t want to endure a number of mistakes while—in the prospect’s mind—you work out the kin...
	Finally, if you are a new salesperson, or your company is new to the prospect, you not only have to overcome a natural resistance to change, you also have to overcome the credibility issues associated simply with being new. Your solution may look fan...
	Always remember that it is not at all uncommon for a prospective customer to tell you that a competitor has a better price or a better offering when, in fact, the real reason they prefer not to move ahead with you is that you, or your company or your...
	In the prospect’s mind, the cost of the change is simply more than the value of the solution you offer.
	Unfortunately for Jim, the buyer’s primary motivation in the scenario above was to make a safe choice—a choice that limited, if not eliminated, any risk to himself for the decision. What Jim didn’t know was that this was the buyer’s first real test in...
	The buyer was very impressed with Jim’s solution, but he didn’t want to be among the first to “try out” the new product Jim was offering. He also didn’t want to defend a relatively unknown company if something went wrong. So, although Jim presented a...
	Jennifer did something Jim didn’t do—she uncovered the buyer’s critical motivations and positioned her product and company very carefully to assuage the buyer’s concerns. She spent most of her time emphasizing her competitive advantages—flawless deli...
	Jennifer won the sale.
	Jim went back to the office shaking his head and mumbling something about “stupid customers.”
	1-on-1 Principle™
	Unless a prospect is convinced that the benefits of making a change outweigh the risk associated with it, a sale will not happen.
	Your First Closing Attempt
	“What you do have to get, on every call, is a degree of commitment that indicates your time has not been wasted.”
	— Stephen Heiman and Robert Miller
	CERTAIN INDUSTRIES AND CERTAIN types of products allow a salesperson to close a sale in a single sales call. You introduce yourself, gather critical information, move to a presentation of your product or service, handle the prospect’s objections, and ...
	There is plenty to apply in this book if you are a one-call closer, but the reality is that most industries and most products require far more than a single call to complete a deal. In fact, more than one call may be necessary just to complete the di...
	One of the things I have consistently observed over the years is that if a sales call has progressed well, your prospect will readily set up the next meeting. Many salespeople, however, make a significant mistake in wrapping up a sales call when they...
	Assuming the response to the question above is positive, a very quick and effective technique is to simply ask, “Do you have your calendar in front of you?” Almost without fail, the prospect will reach for a calendar and work with you to set your nex...
	This is a pivotal point in every sales call, because affirmative action from the prospect indicates a level of engagement in the process. Every sales call, whenever possible, should end with both parties—salesperson and prospect alike—establishing the...
	When the prospect is willing to schedule an appointment, pass on necessary information, introduce you to key people, or in some other way move forward, you can know that you are making progress in the sale. That is why great salespeople always make a...
	1-on-1 Principle™
	Setting the next appointment is an easy step that will keep your calendar full, and let you know how engaged your prospect is.
	1-on-1 Principles™
	Chapter 18:
	In selling, interviewing skills are just as important as presentation skills.
	Chapter 19:

	A salesperson’s first objective is to identify and thoroughly qualify high-value, high-probability opportunities.
	Chapter 20:

	You only get one chance to make a first impression. It can make or break a sale.
	Chapter 21:

	A clear agenda for the discovery call will set your prospect at ease.
	Chapter 22:

	An interrogation is the last thing any prospect wants to endure.
	Chapter 23:

	Getting your prospect talking is the key to unlocking the door to a sale.
	Chapter 24:

	Knowing which questions to ask is critical. Making them up on the spot is not such a good idea.
	Chapter 25:

	Don’t get ahead of yourself. No credibility means no sale.
	Chapter 26:

	Performance gaps are a key to creating enthusiastic interest in your product or service.
	Chapter 27:

	The prospect’s internal motivations (emotions) will always play a role in the buying decision.
	Chapter 28:

	Unless a prospect is convinced that the benefits of making a change outweigh the risk associated with it, a sale will not happen.
	Chapter 29:

	Setting the next appointment is an easy step that will keep your calendar full, and let you know how engaged your prospect is.
	PART VI
	Presentation
	Ready. Fire! (Aim.)
	“Believe passionately in what you do, and never knowingly compromise your standards and values. Act like a true professional,
	aiming for true excellence, and the money will follow.”
	— David Maister
	“An expert is someone who has succeeded in making decisions and judgments simpler through knowing what to pay attention to
	and what to ignore.”
	— Edward de Bono
	IN THIS DAY AND AGE, people want what they want—and they want it right now. We have become an impatient society that simply doesn’t like to wait.
	We want our food fast, and our web browsers even faster. We have microwaves. Self-checkout counters at the grocery store. ATMs. Hertz Gold service (wait in line to rent a car?). We record our favorite shows and fast forward through the commercials.
	Kids want their parents’ lifestyle right out of college (why wait?). A 60 Minutes report commented that Millenials, the youngest generation in the current workforce (born between 1980 and 1995), “want to roll into work with their iPods and flip flops...
	Seriously, in our society, why should you wait for anything? Well, because in sales, rushing ahead is always a mistake.
	John “Grizz” Deal, whom I introduced to you in Chapter 23, shares a story that vividly illustrates why rushing through a sale might be a serious mistake:
	I once called up a copier company and was put through to a salesperson. I started to tell him how my copier had died, and before I could say anything else he said he wanted to send me a packet of information and set up a meeting to talk about their m...

	Note that the salesperson’s “set sales process” left out a very important step—discovery. Deal was ready to provide the copier salesperson with all the information that the interview call is designed to uncover, but, instead, the salesperson saw an o...
	But, in moving directly to the sales presentation, salespeople set themselves up for failure and disappointment. In my experience, the quickest way to lose a “sure thing” is to skip a step or, worse, take something for granted.
	Unfortunately, this happens way too often. Average salespeople are always looking for shortcuts and easy deals, so they tend to skip the more difficult steps that top salespeople use to consistently create wins.
	This can happen in a number of different ways.
	A salesperson gets a lead from someone he knows (even a good friend or a family member), and, believing the sale is a done deal, he fails to qualify the opportunity, identify performance gaps, or create a sound value proposition that highlights his c...
	Or, a salesperson receives an RFP (request for proposal) or an RFQ (request for quotation or request for qualifications), and immediately treats the request like a well-qualified sales opportunity. Unfortunately, prospects will often solicit bids or ...
	The challenge here is the same as the previous situation, only worse. Not only does the salesperson fail to qualify the account or identify performance gaps or communicate competitive advantages, he often doesn’t even bother to develop a relationship...
	Or, a salesperson contacts a prospect who enthusiastically indicates she is quite interested in what the salesperson is selling. The salesperson is then directed to talk to (a very important) someone else—an office manager, an assistant, a buyer, a d...
	Welcome to your worst nightmare—the opportunity that never seems to materialize, but never seems to quite go away either.
	In each of these situations, salespeople allow themselves to be tempted to skip some of the critical steps that create a strong foundation for a win. This is, in fact, what many salespeople substitute for an effective sales process: Get a lead, deliv...
	1-on-1 Principle™
	The quickest way to lose a sale is to skip a step in the sales process.
	The Classic Credibility Blunder
	“Boring is the right thought at the wrong time.”
	— Jack Gardner
	“Strategy and timing are the Himalayas of marketing.
	Everything else is the Catskills.”
	— Al Ries
	
	IT SEEMS EVERY COMPANY has a presentation “slide deck” these days—a PowerPoint presentation designed to provide a consistent, standardized corporate presentation for potential customers or vendors. As it turns out, most of these presentations are rema...
	Not long ago, I was reviewing the slide deck presentation of one of my clients in the insurance industry. Predictably, the first slide displayed their corporate logo, but just to make sure the prospect didn’t miss the objective of the presentation, t...
	Clever, huh?
	From the customer’s perspective, however, this is much like saying, “Here we are, just another company that looks and sounds like every other company.” The reality is that when companies are introducing themselves to prospects, it is very much like a...
	The downside is that this lack of differentiation, as we discussed previously, inevitably leads to lower prices and compressed margins. Remember, as you introduce yourself and your company for the first time, you are also beginning to answer that cri...
	Your capabilities include a description of the following: the company’s leadership and workforce, the corporate facilities, manufacturing and/or operations processes, regional locations, specialized technical competencies, logistics, service and supp...
	Credentials, on the other hand, are those items that validate the company and its previous work. Credentials include things like industry recognition, licensing or certifications, technical training, vendor relationships, intellectual property, paten...
	Without question, these things will become significant to the customer, but it is important to realize that a great movie doesn’t begin with the credits, it ends with them.
	Standing Out From the Crowd
	As important and convincing as your capabilities and credentials may be to your customer at some point, timing is everything in selling. In selling, these two items are much more effectively used as a validation of your company rather than an introduc...
	Let me explain.
	Just about every other salesperson you compete against will introduce themselves with their company’s credentials and capabilities, which, as I suggested, is nothing more than a beauty pageant. It might help distinguish between the pretty girls and t...
	Instead of introducing yourself to prospects by talking about your company and everything that makes it great, you will make a much stronger impression by creating a narrative—a story—that outlines your competitive advantages and presents the importa...
	Here is the key: credentials and capabilities make great copy, but they don’t make the best headlines. Early in the process, what prospects really want to know is what you can do for them and why they should buy from you. If the introduction to your ...
	On the other hand, if your headline is the powerful answer you have created to answer the question, “Why should I buy from you?” your prospect will want to hear more, and you will still have your company’s credentials and capabilities to introduce la...
	Note that some of your capabilities may actually comprise one or more of your competitive advantages—there is absolutely nothing wrong with that. The trap to avoid is the mind-numbing presentation that is focused on the salesperson’s company, but pro...
	Those bells-and-whistles presentations might get high scores for beauty, but there are lots of pretty girls in the contest—and, at this point, you are just another pretty girl.
	1-on-1 Principle™
	And Here’s the Pitch
	“Behind every decision the average person makes to buy something —whether a product or service, your argument or an idea—
	is an unspoken emotional motivation.”
	— Kevin Allen
	“Your earning ability today is largely dependent upon your knowledge, skill, and your ability to combine that
	knowledge and skill in such a way that you
	contribute value for which customers
	are going to pay.”
	— Brian Tracy
	KEVIN ALLEN IS THE LEGENDARY pitch man who is probably best known for leading the team that presented the “Priceless” advertising campaign to MasterCard. This iconic campaign, which debuted during the baseball World Series way back in 1997, has produc...
	Struggling to gain ground on the market leader (Visa), MasterCard had experimented with five different ad campaigns in the ten years prior to Priceless. There was considerable pressure to produce the right message and the right theme, to “fix the bra...
	Not only do emotions play a role in a buying decision, but, according to Allen, those internal motivations are fundamental to any business decision. This means there are, in fact, two distinctly different agendas that must be discovered and addressed...
	First there is the business agenda, which contains those items directly relevant to the solution itself. Then, there is a second and even more important agenda—the personal, or, using Allen’s words, the hidden agenda. The items on this agenda are not...
	What great salespeople soon discover is the items on the personal (hidden) agenda are fundamental to every sale. They are the internal concerns that motivate the buyer during the decision process. In fact, the key to winning a sale, says Allen, is to...
	Translation: If you want to consistently win more sales, make sure you understand your prospect’s internal motivations, and then link your company’s strengths directly to those motivations.
	Consider a hypothetical buyer who manages a department in a medium-sized company. This manager has the responsibility for all the equipment and service contract purchases for the department, and her primary objective is to follow the company’s budgeta...
	This is a very familiar scenario, and it appears that the buying criteria would be fairly straightforward: good quality, excellent service, and, of course, price is extremely critical. However, let’s take a closer look at her two agendas and consider...
	Each of these motivations can potentially play a huge role in any given buying decision. In fact, in many cases, the personal motivations will be as strong, if not stronger, than the items on the professional agenda.
	Understanding the personal agenda—why the prospect is purchasing—is the key to engaging your prospect on an emotional level and is absolutely critical to winning more sales and defending your margins.
	1-on-1 Principle™
	Your presentation may fully address your prospect’s solution needs, but you can easily lose the sale if it fails to address your prospect’s internal motivations.
	No Points for Style
	ROBERT DENIRO IS CONSIDERED one of the finest actors of his generation. He has starred in some of the classic movies of all time—The Godfather II, Taxi Driver, Deer Hunter, Raging Bull, and The Untouchables. Like many actors, he wanted to be an actor ...
	DeNiro grew up in Greenwich Village in New York City, launching his eventual career at age ten when he portrayed the Cowardly Lion in a school production of The Wizard of Oz. At 16, he dropped out of high school to enroll in acting classes, and at 31...
	And many salespeople are exactly the same way.
	In the profession of selling, the equivalent to being on stage is making a presentation to a potential customer. It is a chance to put on a show; to dazzle the customer with a brilliant performance. The truth is, many salespeople are convinced they c...
	Certainly, the sales presentation is a critical part of the sales process, but the problem is that many salespeople prefer to skip all the planning, discovery, and preparation stuff and jump right to the main attraction. After all, that is where the ...
	But this is a serious mistake. An effective presentation is far more than just a performance; it is that point in the sales process where a salesperson creates a direct connection between his solution and the personal and professional agendas of the ...
	For example, there is the animated PowerPoint slide deck complete with multicolor bar graphs and pie charts and eye-popping slide transitions. Or the full-color, 40-page presentation binder full of dazzling graphics, flow charts, and 3-D artist rende...
	Many of these presentations are long on flash and short on what really connects with the prospect.
	What does an effective sales presentation really look like? Is it style or substance? Is it critical acclaim, or is it the fact that it results in a signed contract?
	My observation is that the effectiveness of a sales presentation is often an impression formed solely from the skills of the presenter: Does the presenter appear confident? Is he or she charismatic? Does the presentation transition smoothly from one ...
	Consider for a moment what makes for an effective acting performance. Is it one that creates critical acclaim or one that makes money?
	For DeNiro, that was the question when he turned down a minor role in the original Godfather and opted instead to take on a lead role in a movie called Mean Streets. The film fared poorly at the box office, but DeNiro received exceptional reviews and...
	So, was his performance effective? Or not? Clearly, it depends on how you define ‘effective.’ DeNiro made little money in the movie, but the part essentially launched his career and landed him the part of the younger Vito Corleone in Godfather II. Wh...
	The same problem exists in sales.
	In reality, a slick presentation may look effective but still result in “No Sale.” It might look good, sound good, and have people talking about it for days, but if the prospect doesn’t buy, was it really effective?
	The definition of effective is one thing and one thing only—you win the sale. Think about that. Does anything else really matter? There are no commissions paid for dazzling presentations; the money goes to the salesperson with the signed order. From ...
	In Texas, they say it this way: Big Hat, No Cattle. What they mean is, the guy dresses like a cowboy (big hat), but wouldn’t know a steer from a steering wheel (no cattle). He looks good, but there is nothing behind the curtain.
	Certainly, prospects won’t tolerate dull, lifeless presentations, so presentation skills are important. But only up to a point. What the prospect cares about more than style are the answers to these questions: What can you do for me? Do you understan...
	Don’t be misled. An effective presentation is one that captures your prospect’s interest, addresses the prospect’s personal and professional agendas, and differentiates your solution in a way that compels the prospect to want to move forward.
	1-on-1 Principle™
	Dead Money
	“Information is a source of learning. But, unless it is organized,
	processed, and available to the right people in a format
	for decision-making, it is a burden, not a benefit.”— William Pollard
	“I hate the way people use slide presentations instead of thinking.”
	— Steve Jobs
	TEXAS HOLD’EM HAS GAINED enormous popularity in the past dozen years. In 2003, a 28-year-old amateur named Chris Moneymaker was the last man standing at the World Series of Poker (WSOP), outlasting a field of 838 players to capture an astounding $2.5 ...
	The impact of an unknown amateur qualifying in an online tournament and going on to win millions of dollars had a dramatic impact on the game. The very next year, entrants tripled to 2,576. By 2006, over 8,000 players were competing to win a whopping...
	‘Unlikely’ because amateurs don’t outplay professional poker players.
	In fact, in poker, the term “dead money” is mockingly used to describe novice players who test their luck against the pros. Despite Moneymaker’s success, it is generally understood that unskilled players have very little chance against seasoned profe...
	It is important to understand that a very similar scenario exists in the sales profession. Salespeople invest significant amounts of time and energy into sales opportunities not knowing they are the sales equivalent of dead money. Literally, they hav...
	Amateur mistakes.
	I have seen thousands of sales presentations. Many of them have been tremendously effective. Others, at the opposite end of the spectrum, have been downright painful to watch. Most, however, are neither awful nor extraordinary, they are just average, ...
	The problem is this: the presentation is the point in the sales process where you have to connect your solution directly to the specific needs of the prospect. However, there are critical presentation mistakes that a salesperson can make that will ty...
	If you favor PowerPoint for your presentations, the odds of being ineffective increase exponentially. Why? Because PowerPoint is typically used as a one-sided, sit-and-take-notes, no-comments-encouraged, listen-while-I-read-my-slides kind of presenta...
	An effective sales presentation, on the other hand, is a two-way, ask-questions-and-listen, create-a-productive-dialogue, customer-en-gagement kind of experience. See the difference? PowerPoint can easily become a crutch, something that is used as a ...
	In fact, PowerPoint is so consistently butchered as a presentation tool that it has spawned a common phrase to describe it: ‘Death by PowerPoint.’ While some people would rather die than speak in public, it is clear that listeners would definitely ra...
	Clearly, whether it’s used in business or the military—or anywhere else for that matter—the use of PowerPoint limits discussion, isolates listeners, and bores listeners to tears. The question is, can PowerPoint be used effectively in a sales presenta...
	The answer is ‘yes,’ but, as the standard warning goes, “Don’t try this at home—these are trained professionals.” If you are not a trained professional, you should get help immediately, or even consider ditching PowerPoint altogether—this one present...
	Another common mistake that amateurs make is to do the “feature dump” presentation. This presentation style is an encyclopedic approach to revealing a solution to a prospect and is little more than a lengthy recitation of every known feature of your ...
	For prospects, it’s like trying to make a purchasing decision after reading a product brochure.
	The misstep here is in assuming that when you describe a feature of your product or service, the prospect automatically connects the dots and understands exactly what benefits or impact it will provide. Big mistake.
	For example, a prospect can easily become distracted (or, more likely, bored) during your presentation and, as you prattle along, describing feature after feature, fail to register a critical benefit of your solution. As you introduce that one produc...
	Another example: You introduce one or more product features you think are most impressive, but they don’t impress the prospect quite as you intend. A car salesperson, for instance, boasts that the newest model has 300 horsepower and an exquisite leat...
	It is absolutely critical to understand that customers don’t buy a product or a service, they buy what the product or service will do for them. They don’t buy solutions, they buy solutions to problems.
	Finally, there is the “canned” presentation—a standard presentation delivered basically the same way every time. These standard, one-size-fits-all presentations are usually developed by sales managers to ensure that salespeople don’t wing it or leave...
	It is quite common for companies to develop a canned presentation to teach a new salesperson the details of a product or service. Although this isn’t a bad approach in teaching new salespeople, the mistake comes when the same presentation is used—exa...
	Since a canned presentation is a robotic approach to selling, if salespeople fail to do their homework, they won’t address the prospect’s specific needs. When you skip planning and discovery, prospects will consider your canned presentation to be a t...
	The real trap in using a canned presentation is that many salespeople believe they can substitute personality or charisma for discovery. They think they can tap dance their way into a sale or mesmerize prospects with their dazzling presentation skill...
	Some people like to call this the ‘gift of gab,’ but that’s not what your customers call it. They generally use two letters to describe what you’re peddling.
	1-on-1 Principle™
	Amateur salespeople are successful just often enough to make themselves believe they know what they’re doing.
	Make It ‘Sticky’
	“The essential difference between emotion and reason is that
	emotion leads to action while reason leads to conclusions.”
	— Donald Calne, Neurologist, University of British Columbia
	IN 2007, LIBERTY MUTUAL launched a series of television commercials that promoted responsibility: “Responsibility. What’s your policy?”
	Each spot begins with one person observing someone doing something thoughtful for someone else. This, in turn, prompts the observer to act in a similar fashion in the next scene. This happens over and over until the end of the commercial when the nar...
	The commercial implies that you can and should expect your insurer to be responsible. So, do you want to do business with an insurance company that will “do the right thing” or a company that will just collect your premiums?
	Of course, Liberty Mutual could have taken the typical approach to television advertising and used the 60-second spot to tout the company's capabilities and credentials: A 100-year-old company. Billions in assets. Agents in every city. A wide range o...
	The difference is that the “responsibility” commercial creates an impression that is memorable. The typical approach does not. The “responsibility” commercial positions the company not as an insurance company, but as a company that will act in the cu...
	What Liberty Mutual is hoping to accomplish with their commercial is exactly what salespeople hope to do in their sales presentations—connect with the customer. You want prospects to feel you understand their situation, that you are speaking directly...
	Unfortunately, many sales presentations do everything but connect. They tell about the company. They provide data. They tell you what’s wrong with your current product. They offer solutions. But, they fail to truly engage the customer.
	A clue to creating something memorable can be found in the speeches or presentations you’ve suffered through that are completely forgettable. What do they have in common? The word most commonly used is ‘boring,’ which is exactly the opposite of connec...
	If you’ve seen one, you’ve seen most all of them—just substitute different company names, different products, and different PowerPoint themes. The odds are good that, in taking this all-too-common approach, your company looks and sounds like everyone...
	One of my clients did exactly that. The insurance company I mentioned in a previous chapter transformed their stale ‘capabilities’ presentation into a compelling storyline.
	By their own admission, they considered themselves to be in a commoditized industry, offering a commodity product that could be similarly purchased from a number of competitors. Their experience was that price frequently determined the winner and los...
	The first thing we had to do was discover a competitive advantage. After spending considerable time dissecting their business, they identified not one, but several critical competitive advantages. We took those ideas and rolled them into a narrative ...
	“Didn’t see that coming?”
	Originally a Public Service Announcement (PSA), the spot was created by the Ad Council to promote seatbelt usage. My client saw an opportunity to use the idea as an illustration, that the company’s real role is to protect its clients from unexpected ...
	It was absolutely perfect, and the results were immediate and dramatic.
	The first time the company used the new approach it was for a presentation to a non-profit Board of Directors. The sales team had concluded the discovery phase of the sales process and reached the point where the Board was ready to dive into the deta...
	At the conclusion of the presentation, the team answered a number of questions from board members, but, instead of being thanked and dismissed, they were asked to wait outside while the board continued discussions. Not long afterward, the team was in...
	A coincidence? Not at all. They discovered what was important to the prospect and connected their competitive advantages directly to those needs through a powerful narrative. The level of engagement with the prospect was outstanding.
	1-on-1 Principle™
	Create an Impression
	THE LATE STEVE JOBS had the legendary ability to challenge and inspire. An acknowledged master at captivating an audience, his new product announcements at Apple were a must-see event—as much for Jobs’ presentations as the introduction of yet another ...
	The Beatles as a business model. Not something you would likely forget, and he knew that.
	While stories were a critical aspect of his presentations, he also had a natural flair for the dramatic. In 1987, as he was recruiting, John Sculley, then CEO of Pepsi, to join Apple, Jobs asked, "Do you want to spend the rest of your life selling su...
	As a presenter, Jobs had the extraordinary ability to capture an audience and lead them inescapably to a climactic ending.
	For salespeople, there is much to learn from Jobs’ style and his approach to presentations. However, it is critical that salespeople realize one significant difference between Jobs’ presentations and a sales presentation. Salespeople must necessarily...
	Great content is content that it is relevant to each individual prospect. It seizes the prospect’s attention not just because you are a skilled presenter, but because it directly addresses your prospect’s personal and professional agendas.
	Strong content is not only relevant, it is compelling. This is where the first two phases of the sales process pay huge dividends. Salespeople who have researched the prospect’s company, understand specific needs, and have valuable ideas to offer hav...
	That means ‘winging it’ is not an option. Do your homework. Find out everything you can about your prospect’s business: how they compete, how they go to market, what their business goals are, what challenges they face and so on. With the tools that ar...
	In prior chapters, I have encouraged you to think carefully about each interaction with the prospect, to consider what questions will create engagement and interactive dialogue. The solution presentation is no different. As you move through the prese...
	This question is a good one because it can easily lead to further dialogue about the specific issue, but it is also important for another reason: things can change during the course of the buying process. The very best salespeople ensure they have th...
	The point is that a well-designed presentation is one that uses strategic questions to place your prospect directly into the presentation’s dialogue. Successful salespeople clearly understand one very important sales principle: the more your prospect...
	Like Steve Jobs, skillful presenters take the content they develop and weave that information into a narrative—a story—that is compelling to the customer. The narrative is designed to take listeners on a journey, to engage them at both an emotional a...
	1-on-1 Principle™
	Powerful questions and great stories are the keys to creating a compelling presentation.
	Reaching the Finish Line
	“The harder the conflict, the more glorious the triumph.”
	— Thomas Paine
	“Remember, you cannot make anyone change his or her mind.
	You can only give them new information
	to make a new decision.”
	— Zig Ziglar
	NOW THAT THE FORMAL presentation is over, it’s time to ‘handle’ objections and ‘close’ the sale. At least that’s the way I was taught when I started years ago: find a need, make a presentation, handle the objections, ask for the sale.
	To that end, Zig Ziglar wrote one of the all-time classic sales books on how to get to the finish line: Secrets of Closing the Sale. I was just a few years into my career when Zig’s book was released in 1985, and I wore out a couple of copies learnin...
	It’s important to note, however, that Zig’s background was selling cookware door-to-door, and much of his perspective was based on meeting a prospect and reaching a decision in a single call. Although there are notable exceptions, for most salespeopl...
	The truth is that many of the early prominent sales trainers were from industries like real estate (J. Douglas Edwards and Tom Hopkins), insurance (Frank Bettger and W. Clement Stone) , and door-to-door product sales (Dale Carnegie and Zig Ziglar). S...
	I have not worked in one-call close industries. My experience in closing sales is quite different. I have consistently found that when I followed the sales process carefully and involved the prospect all along the way, closing the deal was often as s...
	“Is there any reason you wouldn’t want to move forward?”
	But, that was only if I actually had to ask a question. It is not at all unusual, when you’ve done your homework well and connected solidly with the prospect, to hear the prospect say, “This looks great. What’s the next step?”
	As I write this chapter, it has happened twice in the past week. A prospect has asked me, “What’s the next step?” Ready to proceed, they want to know how the process will go forward. Sure, there may still be some details to resolve, but the prospect ...
	That being said, I can sense your skepticism. No, I obviously don’t win every sale. Nor am I suggesting that selling is so easy that some preparation and a dazzling presentation will win every sale.
	There are, in fact, many reasons why we don’t win, even when we do everything very, very well. However, my experience is that when I have strong credibility and I have done my job well, a prospect is typically forthcoming about where we stand, one wa...
	In either case, rarely, if ever, will a series of tricky closing questions make a difference in closing the deal. There might yet be objections to resolve and there might be further negotiations to work through, but when you have done your job well, ...
	That means there will be times when your prospect seems to be at an impasse. They leave the impression that they are unsure about something, or they appear to have some doubts or questions, or they appear as if they don’t know how they are going to p...
	“Is there anything critical that I have failed to address?”
	“What concerns do you have at this point?”
	“My sense is there may be an issue or two we need to discuss.   Is that right?”
	Again, when you’ve developed a good relationship with the prospect and they’ve been involved in the presentation, they will typically be forthcoming about the challenges they see with your solution.
	Don’t get me wrong. I am not suggesting you don’t need to read Secrets of Closing the Sale. Quite the contrary! What I am saying, however, is that I am amazed at how often professional salespeople win a sale after simply working out a few details on ...
	1-on-1 Principle™
	No Place Like Home
	“Often the difference between a successful person and a failure is not [that] one has better abilities or ideas, but the courage that one has
	to bet on one's ideas, to take a calculated risk—and to act.”
	— Andre Malraux
	IN 2012, ESPN FILMS released a 30-for-30 documentary entitled, There’s No Place Like Home. The film chronicled the sale of the “Founding Rules of Basketball,” the thirteen original rules of basketball created by Dr. James Naismith in 1891. To many, th...
	Josh Swade, a former Kansas University student, had become aware in early 2010 that Naismith’s rules were going to auction. Swade works for a media production company in New York City; he is also a self-described Kansas Jayhawks basketball fanatic. P...
	Naismith founded the University of Kansas basketball program just a few years after publishing his rules, and he would coach there for nine seasons. One of his players was three-time letterman, Forrest Clare “Phog” Allen, who would eventually become ...
	He also coached two basketball legends—Dean Smith and Adolph Rupp.
	Smith and Rupp posted 879 and 876 victories at North Carolina and Kentucky, respectively, making them the fourth and sixth most successful coaches in NCAA basketball history. Those three basketball programs—Kansas, North Carolina, and Kentucky—are cu...
	For Swade, the only place those rules could wind up was in Lawrence, Kansas, the fountainhead of basketball. The challenge, however, was money. Lots of money. The rules were projected to sell for well over $1 million. So, Swade began his quest to bri...
	Ultimately, he scheduled appointments—and presentations—with three prominent donors to the program.
	His first presentation, just 20 days before the auction, was a miserable failure. The ‘prospect,’ with little idea of Swade’s intentions, looked very uncomfortable and showed little interest in the idea of donating funds to purchase the document. Swa...
	As it turns out, he didn’t think much of it at all.
	Swade’s second presentation was a little better. He had the benefit of additional exposure on a sports radio show, so the prospect was a little more aware of his objectives. He did not, however, appear any less uncomfortable.
	He began with a couple of questions: “When I say ‘Kansas basketball’, what comes to mind?” and “What do you love about Kansas basketball?,” but he never really created any engagement with the prospect. Sensing his prospect’s discomfort, Swade said, “...
	Answer? “I’d have to discuss it with my wife.”
	Swade was learning fast. With time running out and only one solid prospect left, he realized he needed to make serious changes to have any hope of success. His passion for Jayhawks basketball was readily apparent, but he was failing to translate that...
	His final prospect was David Booth, a successful businessman who had grown up less than a mile from Allen Field House and graduated from Kansas University. In 2004, Booth and his wife Suzanne had donated $9 million to the university to build the Boot...
	In preparation for his meeting with Booth, Swade created a short film clip that featured a number of former Jayhawks coaches and players, including Roy Williams and Larry Brown (two of only eight coaches in KU’s 139-year history), and Danny Manning (...
	In the video, each of these prominent basketball figures (and several others) was asked their opinion about where the rules ‘belonged.’ Each had the same answer: Kansas University.
	As the video concluded, you could sense Booth’s complete connection to the task at hand. Swade had created an emotional bond between Kansas University, Naismith’s rules, influential coaches and players, and Booth himself.
	Whenever salespeople build a compelling story and create an emotional connection, sales just have a tendency to close themselves. And so it was in this case. Without further prompting or further questions, Booth said, “Let me cut to it. I’ll be happy...
	On December 10, 2011, David and Suzanne Booth purchased Naismith’s Founding Rules of Basketball for a record $4.3 million and donated the document to Kansas University.
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	Closing a deal seems effortless when you create a compelling story.
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	Closing a deal seems effortless when you create a compelling story.
	PART VII
	Delivery
	Deliver the Goods
	“Profit in business comes from repeat customers, customers that boast about your project or service, and that
	brings friends with them.”
	— W. Edwards Deming
	“Never assume something you can check. Pay attention to the details. Roll up your sleeves and get your hands dirty. If the project
	is important, every single detail is important.”
	— Jeffrey J. Fox, author of How to Become a Rainmaker
	I WAS CLOSE TO FINISHING UP lunch one day at an Arby’s restaurant when an employee came slipping and sliding out from behind the counter clutching a single, foil-wrapped sandwich in his hand. “He didn’t get his whole order,” he exclaimed loud enough f...
	The table where I sat afforded me a view of the front counter, and I was also positioned next to an outside window where I could see drive-in customers stop and pick up their orders. I watched the young man track down the customer and deliver the bal...
	As this vignette unfolded, the Assistant Manager wandered out from behind the counter, and I caught her rolling her eyes. Noticing another employee cleaning a table in the seating area close to me, she stepped over and offered up this pearl of wisdom...
	No bag? Inexcusable.
	The manager seemed quite intent on pointing out the young man’s shortcomings, and when he returned she didn’t bother to praise his initiative, or thank him for the effort, or offer any appreciation for going the extra mile. Instead, she criticized hi...
	Seriously? “How about a little something, you know, for the effort?”
	Here’s the kicker. I’ve been through that situation as a customer on more than one occasion at that very restaurant (clearly, I’m a little slow on the uptake). I’ve driven away, arrived at home, and discovered the bad news—an incomplete order. In fac...
	The point here is that customers expect to get what they paid for. Customers expect you to deliver the goods. Most importantly, they expect any challenges that may arise to be rapidly resolved. So, here is a motivated, enthusiastic restaurant employe...
	Which means, of course, that the next time I drive through and my order is short, I probably won’t have to worry about this guy running me down with the missing sandwich.
	“So, I got that goin' for me.”
	Keys to Successful Implementation
	Professional salespeople understand that once a sale is won, the real work has only just begun. Once you have an order, your customer will have very high expectations for the implementation of your product or service. Customers not only want what they...
	What customers often experience, however, are salespeople who go missing during the implementation phase of the sales process. Salespeople can be hard to reach, slow to respond, and in many cases, much too busy with the next opportunity to ensure thi...
	For you to be consistently successful, you need to buy into the idea that your customers want a salesperson who is both accessible and responsive. Customers want a partner who will make sure the implementation of the solution proceeds exactly accordi...
	To meet and exceed these expectations, and to elevate your credibility to the status of Trusted Advisor, you need to DELIVER. You need to pay attention to the details. You need to do the things that will set you apart from the myriad of mediocre sale...
	1. Create a Checklist
	First, create a very simple tool that will guide your customers through the implementation of your product or service. Provide your customer with a checklist of the key aspects of the implementation process—delivery dates, personnel involved, steps t...
	Keep a copy for yourself, and check regularly to ensure that implementation is going exactly as planned.
	2. Inform the Key Players
	Next, clarify with your customer which individuals in the company will be directly or indirectly impacted by the installation and/or implementation of your solution. You probably have this list compiled as a part of your discovery research, but revie...
	Once you know who will be impacted by the implementation of your product or service, you can create a timeline and methodology for proactively communicating with them to ensure a smooth transition process. Make sure everyone on that list knows exactl...
	3. Stay Involved
	Many products and services require some form of training or orientation. This aspect of implementation is an area where you can really set yourself apart from the competition.
	There is a significant difference between customers who receive training and customers who acquire confidence in your product or service as a result of your training. You not only need to ensure that relevant personnel receive the appropriate trainin...
	Comments offered by end-users, both good and bad, are absolutely invaluable to you and your company, and you want to be acutely aware of any critics of your product or service. Acknowledging and dealing with specific issues that may arise will pay en...
	The side benefit of your continued involvement in the implementation phase of the sales process is the opportunity to further build your relationship with the buyer, and to create additional relationships that will strengthen your overall credibility...
	You Are the Company
	The quickest way to create a poor impression of you is to fail to deliver the one thing your customer needs most—your attention. Let’s be clear: In the eyes of your customers, YOU are responsible for making sure they get exactly what they purchased. Y...
	Future sales are often sacrificed because the delivery of the solution is rife with minor issues and poor communication that quickly erodes the trust you have worked so hard to develop. This can largely be avoided by simply overseeing the process and...
	Take note: if you typically hand off implementation of your product/service to a technical support team, make it clear to the customer that you are always available and you will personally resolve any issues that arise.
	*Many thanks to Dr. Steven Greene, Dean of the College of Business at Oral Roberts University, who shared this insight in his presentation to a group of business executives in 2012.
	1-on-1 Principle™
	YOU are the company. YOU are responsible. Make sure it happens the way YOU said it would.
	Leverage Your Success
	“To achieve radically better sales results, you must become radically more valuable to customers—strategically valuable.”
	— Mark Miller, author of A Seat at the Table
	“Little things make the difference. Everyone is well prepared in the big things, but only the winners perfect the little things.” — Paul "Bear" Bryant
	WOULDN’T IT BE GREAT to know the single biggest factor that informs or influences a buyer’s purchasing decision? Your objective during the discovery phase of the sales process is to find those critical motivations that drive your customer’s buying dec...
	It seems like a pipe dream. After all, in any given purchasing scenario, who knows what factors, or combination of factors, will impact a buying decision?
	But what if we considered just four important variables that play a role in a buyer’s decision-making process? Try it for yourself. Given the following four variables, decide how much you think each of them contribute, on average, to the buyer’s fina...
	 Price of the Solution     _____
	 Quality of the Solution     _____
	 A Total solution      _____
	 Effectiveness of the salesperson  _____
	Which one do you think is typically most important to a customer?
	If we listen to our customers at all, we would probably think price is far and away the most important. Fortunately, we don’t have to guess. HR Chally (www.chally.com), a “global leadership and sales potential and performance measurement firm,” has t...
	You read that right. You, the salesperson, are ultimately more important to the final decision than the actual product or service, the quality of that product or service, or the price of that product or service!
	Here is the breakdown:
	1. Salesperson effectiveness—39 percent.
	2. The availability of a total solution—22 percent.
	3. Quality—21 percent.
	4. Price—18 percent.
	Four critical items, to be sure. Each with a part to play in influencing the customer’s decision. However, according to HR Chally, the most significant influence on a buyer’s final decision is your effectiveness as a salesperson.
	Is price important? Certainly. But not quite as important as salespeople think. In fact, according to this data, we can easily conclude that the salesperson is more than twice as important in determining a buying decision as price! And, although sale...
	Get the picture? This is an absolutely critical point to understand: you can have the right product, outstanding quality, and a competitive price, and you are still only about 60% of the way to a win!
	The difference maker? You, the salesperson.
	How to Make a Difference
	Learning how to make a difference in your customers’ decisions is as simple as thinking about what we disdain in salespeople. As customers ourselves, we dislike salespeople who are pushy, disrespectful, arrogant, and concerned only about making a sale...
	That is what makes you so important. Think about it: you go to a great restaurant where the food is great but the service is terrible—what is your response? The product is good, the price is acceptable, but the salesperson (the waiter) is a failure. ...
	This simple example should make it very clear why the salesperson is critical to the buying decision and lead you to understand exactly what you need to do to make a difference.
	1. Always Make Good on Your Promises
	This is the big problem in the restaurant example. There is the implied promise that you will receive good service. When that doesn’t happen, the entire experience is compromised. You simply cannot fail to keep your promises. Although this should be ...
	No matter how small the detail, when you promise, you must deliver. I understand it is difficult, if not impossible, to be perfect, but early on in your relationship, you simply cannot afford to miss something you have promised to the customer. As yo...
	Too many times I have promised something to someone in passing, and then completely forgotten ten minutes later. Sometimes, I can get so many things going at once, I forget a small but important detail. You don’t do that too many times before the cus...
	I eventually made it a habit to write down whatever I promised to do. I carried a notebook or a planner, and I wrote things down. With the tools available today, it gets easier and easier to capture the small details and deliver exactly what you prom...
	2. Be Accessible
	You cannot overestimate how important it is to be accessible to your customer, especially during the implementation phase of the sales process. After a sale is made, inept salespeople take longer to return calls, reply to inquiries, and deal with iss...
	Understand your customers’ expectations. If a customer expects a one-hour response time, you need to know that and prepare for it, or change the expectation. In many cases you can set priorities based on communication type. For instance, you may agre...
	The main thing is to get on the same page. Give your customer two or three ways to contact you. In some cases, you may want to provide an emergency back-up contact in case you are temporarily unavailable due to travel or other circumstances.
	3. Own the Results
	It’s hard to imagine, but many salespeople actually run away from customer problems. The reasons vary, but salespeople often go missing-in-action when things go awry. However, as clichéd as it may sound, some of the very best business relationships a...
	One consistent mistake that salespeople are prone to make is blaming someone else in the company—the shipping department, or accounting, for example—when something goes wrong. Remember, YOU are the company. Regardless of who may actually be at fault,...
	Your credibility, and their trust in you, will increase dramatically.
	4. Be Humble
	First, never forget the two most important words you know: “Thank you.” Gratitude is grossly underappreciated as a powerful means of influence, and it is shocking how often salespeople fail to show appreciation for the business they win. Although cus...
	Make sure to say, “Thanks for your business” or “I appreciate the opportunity to work with you,” each and every time you win a sale. You can express your gratitude in an email message. You can say thank you in person. Or, if you really want to make a...
	Second, never forget the people in the background. Salespeople often get focused on the person (or people) at the top—the owner, the CEO, the General Manager, the department head, the executive team, or whomever—and they forget or ignore the many oth...
	1-on-1 Principle™
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	YOU are the company. YOU are responsible. Make sure it happens the way YOU said it would.
	Chapter 40:

	You can leverage your success by providing the extraordinary service and support that customers crave.
	PART VIII
	Success Habits
	Personal Marketing
	“The price of excellence is discipline. The cost of mediocrity is
	disappointment.”
	— William Arthur Ward
	“More customer service hopes have been wrecked on the rigid shores of immobile bureaucratic minds than anywhere else.”
	— Ken Blanchard, author of From Raving Fans:
	A Revolutionary Approach to Customer Service
	I’M NOT SURE IF IT was Holmes on Homes or The Property Brothers, but at some point in time, cable television managed to convince me I might like to flip a house.
	As if I have the first idea.
	“Flipping” a house, for all intents and purposes, seems like a simple idea: purchase an old or run-down residential property, do a complete makeover, and resell it for a big profit. A 30-minute reality show really makes it look easy—until you watch s...
	However, not to be deterred by rational thinking—and reinforcing the notion that people don’t make decisions logically—I noticed a foreclosure property not far from my own residence and decided I was ready to join the ranks of the crash-and-burn crowd.
	Locating the property online, I found a number for the Listing Agent and gave her a call. I had called during the evening hours, so I was privileged to reach an answering service. The gentleman could not locate the name of the listing agent in his co...
	About two hours later, I finally got a call. As promised, the answering service had reached the agency and one of the agents had been notified of my inquiry. As I learned just moments later, she was calling from a restaurant.
	“Is this Kelly?” she hollered amidst the background noise.
	“Yes, it is.”
	“I got a text.”
	“OK.”
	No, that’s all she said: “I got a text.” Like I should know who it was and why she might be calling. But, after a couple of questions back and forth, we finally figured out who we were and why we were calling each other, and we got down to business.
	Actually, although she had called me, I felt like I was interrupting her dinner. But, like any other annoying customer, I pressed ahead. I told her I was looking at a foreclosure property online and was trying to locate the listing agent to get some ...
	Interestingly, she didn’t bother to gather any information from me as a potential prospect.
	About 30 minutes later, I received a second call, and this time it was from the actual listing agent—which should have been progress, you might guess, but not so much. She, too, had no information to offer regarding the property. “What you know is wh...
	Have you ever experienced a salesperson who asks a question in a negative light rather than from a positive perspective? Like this: “You don’t want to buy something, do you?” I know, that probably sounds nuts, but salespeople are guilty of this more ...
	I’m probably just being critical. After all, she could have asked, “You don’t want to see the property, do you?”
	Anyway, we made an appointment to see the house the very next morning, so my wife and I jumped in the car and made the short drive, speculating some about the property and some about the agent. As we approached the home, I noticed she was already par...
	Clearly, I’m a glass-half-full kind of guy.
	Unfortunately, when we introduced ourselves, she did not appear to be in any way half-full. Or even one-quarter full. She had no notebook. No business card. No information. Nothing. She certainly didn’t look the part of a professional (she was wearin...
	Overlooking her rather casual appearance, we went in to investigate the property. In the 20 minutes we were there, I believe she asked exactly one question: “How do you plan to pay for the property? Cash?” she asked. Nope. Just a typical mortgage.
	“Hmm,” she replied. “You’re gonna need an approval letter.” Approval letter? I guess if you venture out to look at foreclosure properties you’re expected to know these things, but I was lost. I didn’t know where to get one or why it was needed, and s...
	I did mention several times that we were looking at properties for a specific reason, and you might have expected her to see an opportunity, but evidently she didn’t. She never asked any questions or explored our needs in any way. She didn’t suggest ...
	In terms of marketing her future services, she failed miserably.
	Become a Resource
	Very, very few salespeople can rely only on those customers they currently serve, so new prospects are a necessity—which suggests that one eye should always be on your current customer, and the other eye should always be roving, looking for the next o...
	What that means is, when you’re not selling, you should be marketing.
	Of course, the most important and most effective marketing any salesperson ever does is embodied in one simple principle: do great work for your customers. To borrow from best-selling author and renowned management consultant, Ken Blanchard, your obj...
	The other type of ongoing marketing activity to pursue is what I call personal marketing. Personal marketing is the intentional process of creating awareness of your value by becoming a resource to your customers and prospects.
	Note that I’m not talking about radio or TV or billboards or websites or blogs, or any of the myriad of other promotional mechanisms available to a business. The marketing I am referring to is providing value to your customers and prospects outside o...
	In many cases, the very best example of personal marketing is the theme captured in Chapter 45, where I discuss how good ideas always open doors. Useful ideas will always increase your value to customers; however, ideas are just one of the many thing...
	Others include:
	 Industry research
	 White Papers
	 Technology updates
	 Economic information relative to your market
	 Introductions to key people in your network
	 Referrals to potential new customers, partners, or vendors
	 Training for customer employees in your area(s) of expertise
	 Joint sales calls with the customer’s salespeople (if applicable)
	Each of these items represents a value outside of your products or services. When you provide these items to prospects before asking for a sale, you not only market yourself as a resource to those potential customers, you capitalize on something call...
	In his best-selling book Influence: The Psychology of Persuasion, Robert Cialdini reveals six powerful psychological principles of persuasion. One of those principles is the concept of reciprocation, the idea that human nature is powerfully motivated...
	The converse is also true: when you try to sell something before you have earned the right or standing to ask for money, human nature is powerfully motivated to respond negatively. In other words, it is always in your best interest, and coincidentall...
	Let’s go back to the real estate agent in my story above. Think about the many resources she might have provided in marketing her services:
	 A packet of information on how to buy foreclosure
	properties
	 A list of properties similar to those we were considering,
	including a map showing the locations relevant to our
	residence
	 A list of municipal contacts for property inspections,
	construction permits, and so on
	 A list of key websites that discuss home renovation,
	remodeling, or flipping houses
	 An introduction to one or more reliable subcontractors
	(electrical, plumbing, finish carpenters, painters, etc.)
	 An introduction to an expert in foreclosure properties
	 A referral to a mortgage specialist or a title company
	Before you proceed any further, develop a comprehensive list of potential resources you might provide to customers.
	1-on-1 Principle™
	When you want to build strong business relationships, provide value first without asking for anything in return.
	Avoiding Elevators
	“Forget words like ‘hard sell’ and ‘soft sell.’ That will only confuse you. Just be sure your advertising is saying something with
	substance, something that will inform and serve the
	consumer, and be sure you're saying it
	like it's never been said before.
	— William Bernbach
	A FEW YEARS AGO, I spoke to a state association of personnel consultants. Prior to my presentation, the president of the association asked the meeting attendees to introduce themselves and briefly describe their specialties or primary areas of work.
	The first person stood, introduced himself, and offered this description of his firm’s services: “We specialize in placing engineers.”
	The next person followed the same routine and described his services this way: “We specialize in the placement of administrative staff and accounting personnel.”
	The third person decided to raise the bar even further: “We specialize in executive placement, IT staffing, back-office legal personnel, and other administrative staff.”
	And so it went; each person accepting the implied challenge and adding to the length of “specialties” until the last person introduced himself and said, “Really, we specialize in just about everything.”
	Which qualifies as a world-class oxymoron. And I was the only person who appeared to think it was funny. Specialize in everything? I almost choked.
	Much has been written about the concept of an “elevator speech.” It is purported to be a brief presentation—60 seconds or so—that is specifically designed to give someone a compelling view of you, your company, and the products or services you provid...
	My suggestion? Stay out of elevators; 98 percent of the elevator speeches I have ever heard range from cheesy to nonsensical to downright insulting. Not only is the actual content typically poor, the delivery will make you cringe. Many sound like bad...
	Listening to the average elevator speech makes me feel like I’m watching the first few episodes of the new season of American Idol. The ones in which you have to endure the really uncomfortable performances by people who are completely unaware of the...
	Awkward.
	Here is a dandy:
	We assist companies in discovering the essence of their branding position, while helping them craft a singularly innovative and introspective verbal audition of their value proposition.
	Translation: We write elevator speeches.
	Enthusiasm Sells
	People mean well. They really do. They want to be unique and interesting. Instead of telling people they sell insurance or cars or paint or software or whatever, they want to create further interest that leads to a conversation. They want to rise abov...
	But it isn’t working; in fact, it has backfired. The delivery is stilted. The language is contrived. Sadly, the classic elevator speech most closely resembles a dumpster fire.
	However, there is still a problem: You are always going to meet new people, and those people are always going to ask you what you do. So, how do you reply? “I’m a salesperson”? When someone hears, or even infers, that you are in sales, they typically...
	So what’s a poor salesperson to do? How do you overcome the resistance to the perceptions people have of selling?
	The answer is simple: enthusiasm. People love genuine passion. It is very hard to walk away from someone who has an authentic zeal for what they do. In fact, one of the best definitions of selling I have ever heard is this: Selling is the transferenc...
	The truth is, if you’re doing something you absolutely love to do, selling it in a 60-second introduction is not as difficult as you think. Think about the aspects of your company, your company culture, and the people you work with that you really en...
	“I am really fortunate. I work for a great company and I love it! I’ve been there six years now, and it has been quite an experience! What we sell is software, which certainly doesn’t make us unique. But, what makes us unique is . . . .”
	There you go. You can dress up the first part with your own heartfelt impressions of your company. The more you can share about the positive things that your company represents for you personally, the more connection you are likely to create with you...
	So, after a brief narrative about how much you enjoy your work, your company, or the people you work with every day, you tell your listener what you sell. You specifically say “which doesn’t make us unique” because there are competitors who sell what...
	However, your competitors are not like you. So, you immediately follow up with, “But, what makes us unique is . . . .” And they will be ready to listen. They will want to hear the rest of the story.
	Just don’t use the language from that horrid elevator speech or you will ruin it.
	1-on-1 Principle™
	Avoid cheesy elevator speeches like the plague.
	Talent is Overrated
	“Our goals can only be reached through a vehicle of a plan, in which we must fervently believe, and upon which we must vigorously act.  There is no other route to success.”
	— Pablo Picasso
	“The general who loses a battle makes but few calculations
	beforehand. Thus do many calculations lead to victory,
	and few calculations to defeat: how much more no
	calculation at all! It is by attention to this point
	that I can foresee who is likely to win or lose.”
	— Sun Tzu, The Art of War
	ON JANUARY 7, 2013, Nick Saban coached the University of Alabama football team to its third BCS championship victory in four years. In only six years as the Crimson Tide’s head coach, Saban has averaged better than ten wins each season, claimed three ...
	And, if that’s not enough, he has a national championship as head coach of LSU to boot. Four national titles in an arena where a single championship is the pinnacle of a coaching career.
	Why do some people consistently succeed where others consistently fall short? How are some people able, time and again, to reach the top of their given profession? Undoubtedly, there are a number of key factors that have contributed to Saban’s succes...
	What really separates Saban from the crowd is his organizational modus operandi. In Tuscaloosa they call it the Process. It's an approach he implemented first in turnarounds at Michigan State and LSU and seems to have perfected at Alabama. He has a pl...
	A plan for everything? Detailed program? Highly regimented? Who knew success could be so much…work? Obviously, this approach works for Saban, but it’s hardly a pattern, is it? After all, aren’t there many paths to success?
	Turns out, Saban is hardly unique in his approach. Consider the legendary Paul “Bear” Bryant, who also coached at Alabama. In his 25-year tenure, Bryant led ‘Bama to six national championships and thirteen conference titles. He also considered planni...
	If you want to coach you have three rules to follow to win. One, surround yourself with people who can't live without football. I've had a lot of them.  Two, be able to recognize winners. They come in all forms. And, three, have a plan for everything.
	Get the idea? Bryant, like his future counterpart, Nick Saban, believed that planning was the key to success. In fact, he believed the one thing that consistently sets winners apart from the pack was preparation: “Follow the plan and you'll be surpri...
	The Great Equalizer
	In 2010, Geoffrey Colvin, Fortune’s senior editor-at-large, published a book entitled, Talent is Overrated: What Really Separates World-Class Performers from Everybody Else. It is a fascinating book, and one that provides tremendous inspiration and ho...
	Salespeople make attractive subjects for researchers because at least they produce something clear to measure: sales. There may still be endless sources of noise in the results, as salespeople explain eloquently to their bosses, but over time and over...
	In this analysis of analyses, the researchers found that if you ask salespeople’s bosses to rate them, the ratings track intelligence moderately well; bosses tend to think that smarter salespeople are better. But when the researchers compared intellig...
	The cynical (or the sarcastic) might decide this explains why there are so many bad salespeople in the world. The right conclusion is that it explains why companies have historically hired so many bad salespeople—they were looking for all the wrong t...
	As a young salesman, one of my sales managers constantly hammered this simple theme into my head: Plan your work. Work your plan. He wore it out. Every sales meeting: Plan your work. Work your plan.
	This was the very same guy who was always reminding us that selling is the highest paid hard work there is and the lowest paid easy work there is. Both ideas gave me hope. I may not have been the smartest guy around, or the most talented, but I could...
	The irony is that most salespeople hate planning. Most even hate the idea of planning. In fact, my experience has been that most salespeople would rather do anything else. Learn a new networking technique? Sure. A fancy new power close? You bet. A fl...
	But planning? Seriously?
	You bet. Planning is the great equalizer. In sports. In battle. In business. In any activity where a distinction is drawn between winning and losing. Sun Tzu, the 6th century Chinese general and strategist said it well: “Thus do many calculations lea...
	1-on-1 Principle™
	Consistent success depends on a good plan and your willingness to work that plan.
	From Here to There
	“He who every morning plans the transaction of the day and follows
	out that plan, carries a thread that will guide him through the
	maze of the most busy life. But where no plan is laid,
	where the disposal of time is surrendered merely to
	the chance of incidence, chaos will soon reign.”
	— Victor Hugo
	“Being busy does not always mean real work. The object of all work is production or accomplishment, and to either of these ends
	there must be forethought, system, planning, intelligence,
	and honest purpose, as well as perspiration.
	Seeming to do is not doing.”
	— Thomas A. Edison
	DAVID ALLEN IS RECOGNIZED as the world's leading authority on personal and organizational productivity. His best-selling book, Getting Things Done: The Art of Stress-Free Productivity—which has created a vast army of “GTD” devotees and spawned over 16...
	Of course, there are a whole lot of details in between, but the essence is pretty simple. Instead of getting organized and creating a plan, however, most people jump right out into the middle of the street—and wonder where all the traffic came from. ...
	But what happens if you don’t plan ahead of time? In many cases, crisis! (“Didn’t you get the tickets? I thought you were going to do that?!”) Then, when the urgency of the last minute is upon you, the reactive planning model ensues.
	What’s the first level of focus when the stuff hits the fan?  Action! Work harder! Overtime! More people! Get busier! And a lot of stressed-out people are thrown at the situation.
	Then, when having a lot of busy people banging into each other doesn’t resolve the situation, someone gets more sophisticated says, “We need to get organized! ”
	Sounds very much like a quarterly sales review when a salesperson is only 75 percent of forecast and the sales manager goes ballistic: “You need to make more calls! You need to make more presentations! You need to get organized!”
	As Allen demonstrates, this is completely backwards. First, you need to figure out what you are trying to accomplish. Then, you need to brainstorm the ideas that will help you get there. Finally, you need a step-by-step plan to implement your ideas.
	The point here is that a plan isn’t haphazardly thrown together. There are many salespeople who claim to believe in planning and many who actually think they have a plan. But a simple (or even complex) To-Do list is not necessarily a plan; it’s simpl...
	There are a number of things that are believed to be a plan that aren’t:
	 Working harder is not a plan.
	 Making more calls is not a plan.
	 A revenue goal is not a plan.
	 Being the best is not a plan.
	A plan is a defined set of activities that is specifically designed to accomplish a clear objective. A plan is like a road map that details how a traveler intends to get from one location (here) to another location (there).
	Your Strategic Sales Plan
	In Chapters 14 through 16 , I outlined a methodology for identifying high-value, high-probability prospects in the planning phase of the sales process. But now that you have a stable full of great prospects, you need a different kind of plan, one that...
	This may sound like a daunting task, but the three elements of a strategic sales plan are really very straightforward:
	1. Analyze your current situation (Where are you now?).
	2. Determine your objectives (Where are you going?).
	3. Create of map of your journey (How do you get there?).
	It’s just like planning a trip. That makes steps 1 and 2 critical because a trip can change dramatically based on where you start and where you intend to finish. A trip to Los Angeles that starts in New York City looks a lot different than one that b...
	For example, if your sales revenue last year was $10 million, what would your objective be this year? Clearly, I have no idea since I know nothing about your current situation, but I strongly suspect that your revenue goal will be much different than...
	1. Where Are You Now?
	First, you must create a clear picture of where you are now. Al-though you may discover others areas of assessment unique to your industry, here are some of the common items that need to be a part of your analysis:
	 Current sales revenue
	 Year-over-year sales growth (or decline)
	 Current customer base (your 80/20 analysis)
	 Distribution of customer base (by territory geography and/or by market segment)
	 Current product mix (Where are you strong? Weak?)
	 Margins for each product segment
	 Number of new customers (Which product segments?)
	 Number of customers lost (and why)
	 Impact of new products or new marketing efforts
	The idea here, as in any conventional business analysis, is to complete a thorough SWOT analysis of your current sales situation. Determine your current strengths and weaknesses. Identify the best possible opportunities to grow your business. Then, i...
	For example, if you’re weak in a particular product line, can you boost sales by focusing on that product line with a specific group of accounts?
	Do you need to develop more penetration (sell additional products and services) in specific accounts? If you’re selling one or two products to a customer, could you be selling four or five or six? Are you failing to develop other departments, or busi...
	Are parts of your sales territory underdeveloped? Are you spending too much time with smaller customers and failing to develop more substantial customers?
	These and many other questions need to be answered, but once you have a grasp on your current situation, it’s time to decide what you can reasonably accomplish over the next 12 months.
	2. Where Are You Going?
	The question here is what are your goals? After you have gained a clear understanding of your current sales efforts, it should be easy to create three to five specific sales objectives. Here are examples:
	Another place you might want to start is to consider a specific income objective. How much money do you want to make this year? By starting with an income objective, you can work backwards to arrive at concrete sales objectives that will ensure you m...
	For example, if you aspire to make $100,000 in total compensation and your base salary is $60,000, you need $40,000 in additional bonuses and/or commissions to reach your goal. Let’s assume that commissions on new product sales are 10 percent and you...
	The question is how to get there.
	3. How Will You Get There?
	This is where the actual plan gets developed. Now, however, you have the basis for a plan. You know where the starting line is, and you know where you want to go. Using the simple example above: How do you generate $350,000 in new revenue next year?
	 In which accounts can you add revenue?
	 Which products will you focus on?
	 In which accounts can you increase sales?
	 How many new accounts do you need to produce?
	 Which market segments should you focus on?
	 How many TARGET accounts will you need to develop?
	 Do you have enough opportunities in your pipeline to even produce the revenue you want?
	The last question is the single most important question to consider. In all of my experience, the single greatest predictor of whether or not you achieve your sales or income goal is the value of potential opportunities in your pipeline. Too many sal...
	However, it’s difficult to know if you have enough opportunities until you decide what your revenue objective will be. It’s like trying to determine if you have enough gasoline in the car for the trip—something you won’t know until you determine wher...
	If you discover that your pipeline of opportunities is not sufficient to reach your goals, that knowledge becomes another critical piece of information in the assessment of your current situation. It also means that one of your primary goals will be ...
	Once again, the question is how to get there, and we’re right back to Step 3 once again.
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	The House Edge
	“Time is free, but it is priceless. You can’t own it, but you can use it. You can’t keep it, but you can spend it. Once you’ve lost it
	you can never get it back.”
	— Harvey Mackay
	LET’S FACE IT, for the most part, the playing field in the sales profession is fairly level. The players are certainly not all the same, but the field generally isn’t slanted in anyone’s favor. For example, there are few, if any, technical advantages ...
	So, you need an edge, and if you’re any kind of competitor at all, you’re always looking for something. A new, improved product. A better warranty program. Updated marketing material. An innovative promotion. Something—anything—that can tilt the scal...
	The irony is that the most significant advantage you can claim is right underneath your nose. It is an edge that can easily vault you to the top of your profession—and it is hidden in plain sight.
	In a casino, that slight advantage is called the “House Edge.” It’s the difference between the true odds of winning a given bet and the odds that the casino pays you when you win. Casinos are cash machines because they always pocket a small percentag...
	Wouldn’t that be something? Is it possible for you to create a House Edge? Can you tip the scales slightly in your favor? The answer is simple: yes, you can. It is possible to create a definitive advantage for yourself, and it is right there for the ...
	Why? Because more time means more sales calls, more conversations that lead to valuable information, more opportunities to develop important relationships, and more opportunities to develop KEY accounts, and on and on. If you’re skeptical or, more li...
	If you had eight more hours every week that no other competitor had—the equivalent of one extra day each and every week—what kind of advantage would it give you?
	Eight hours per week = 96 minutes per day. Just a touch over an hour-and-a-half of extra time every single day of every single week. If available, it would represent an enormous advantage!
	Still thinking that sounds ridiculous? Let me assure you that most salespeople give that much time away every day quite consistently. Not all, but most. As a general rule, salespeople are terrible time managers!
	Here is a simple, straightforward way to pick up an extra eight hours per week. Trim 15 minutes each day from the following six areas and you will quickly “discover” an extra 90 minutes a day:
	 Unnecessary phone calls
	 Long lunches
	 Unnecessary drive time
	 Poor call planning
	 Administrative tasks that can be done after hours
	 Busy work that is really unproductive or unnecessary
	The sad thing is that I have known salespeople who willingly give away those eight hours per week; in fact, they have demanded to give them away! They believe they need an entire ‘office day’ each week just to do administrative work. Budgets. Expense...
	Understand this: time is the real currency that salespeople trade in. Salespeople never, ever have enough time, and the old adage is true: Time is money! As I mentioned in Chapter 12, every hour wasted is an hour that cannot be recaptured or reused p...
	With that in mind, look around and observe how incredibly cavalier we are with our time!
	Work with Purpose
	Managing your time effectively means working with purpose. It means that most everything you do is done for a specific reason with a specific objective in mind. It also means that one of your primary objectives is to eliminate, as much as possible, th...
	I understand that you may not have every appointment filled for the week, but it means that you have planned sales activity in specific areas and that you have very specific objectives in mind. You’ve given thought to each day and the things you must...
	The same can be said for each individual sales call. Effective time management means every call needs to count; it needs to produce a result. In planning a sales call, you should have very distinct objectives for the call:
	 Who am I seeing?
	 What is the objective of this call?
	 What information do I need to acquire?
	 Who else do I need to meet?
	 What will I do if I get there and the prospect is unexpectedly unavailable?
	Zig Ziglar had a label for this type of effective time management. He called it the “day-before-vacation-attitude.” He points out that people can get all kinds of things done the day before they leave on vacation simply because they know it has to be...
	Stop the mail. Go to the bank. Talk to the neighbors. Wash the clothes you want to take. Pack the suitcases. Buy a swim suit. Take the dog to the kennel. Get the oil changed in the car. Get the kids packed. Who knows what else. All that, typically on...
	As a salesperson, you will be amazed at what you can accomplish if you take the same approach to managing your time. An extra eight hours a week, properly used, will make you a whole lot of money.
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	Are You a Professional Visitor?
	“What’s the most resilient parasite? An idea. A single idea from the human mind can build cities. An idea can transform the world and rewrite all the rules.”
	— From the film Inception
	LIKE MOST OTHER FAMILIES, ours has developed a host of holiday traditions over the years; things we do year after year that have become woven into the fabric of our holidays.
	Many years ago, my son, Scott, started one of those, uh…different traditions, which has since become legendary at our house. When he was still a young boy (he’s now 21 years old), he started using duct tape to wrap his Christmas gifts. Not Scotch® ta...
	Have you ever tried to open a gift wrapped in duct tape?
	In recent years, Scott has sold out completely to the holiday season. Instead of silver duct tape, he now uses red and green tape in various combinations of Houdini-like gift wrapping. It’s bizarre; we actually look forward to seeing what the latest ...
	Think for a minute about duct tape. How many different applications have you seen for that product? I’ve seen car repairs done with duct tape. Duct tape helped save the Apollo 13 astronauts. Clearly, duct tape makes a suitable substitute for wrapping...
	Most products are like that in one way or another. They generate new ideas, new applications, and, many times, spin off new opportunities.
	Social media provides a vivid example. It seems like every other day there is a new idea that is spun off from an existing social media application. There was MySpace and LinkedIn. Then Facebook. Then Twitter. And YouTube. And Blogger and Typepad. An...
	Recently, however, people have begun to realize the potential long-term problems associated with content so readily shared on the Internet. Compromising pictures, hasty status updates, online rants and the like, once shared, can come back to haunt yo...
	Snapchat is a social media application that allows users to share messages and pictures, but once viewed for a few seconds, they disappear. It’s social sharing with a time limit. “It became clear how awful social media is,” said one of Snapchat’s fou...
	That one idea formed a company that has attracted millions of users and has already been valued at $60 million.
	What’s next?
	The Value of an Idea
	Ideas are what make salespeople exceptionally valuable. Typically, if the only thing you provide your customers is a product or a service, then you will always be seen as little more than a “salesperson.” However, if you can become a source of innovat...
	Suddenly, you’re not just a salesperson, you are a valued partner.
	This is one of the tremendous benefits of becoming an expert in your field. You will become aware of new product or service applications, and you will acquire important information on innovations and advancements within the industry. The knowledge th...
	To this end, you should also learn how other customers use your products or services. Great ideas often originate from the experiences of other customers and these ideas are great reasons to have meetings with your customers. Too many salespeople mak...
	If your notion of a good sales call is to show up and shoot the breeze, see how your buddies are doing, and ask if they’ve had a chance to look over your latest brochure or review your last proposal, you’re not a professional salesperson. You, my fri...
	Customers have their own fires to put out, their own problems to solve, and enough day-to-day challenges to keep them busy for a week. They typically don’t have nearly enough time in the day to do what they need to get done, so they certainly don’t h...
	Customers almost always have time for salespeople with valuable ideas. Next time you’re having trouble deciding on how to approach a prospect, or if you’re not sure what your call objective should be, look for a great idea to share.
	Think “duct tape.”
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	What is a Relationship Worth?
	“In sales and customer relations, the quality of your relationships will determine the outcome of events when there is a problem or issue with price, delivery, quality, or service.”
	— Jeffrey Gitomer
	“I felt about as good as anybody would, sitting in a capsule on top of a rocket that were both built by the lowest bidder.”
	— Astronaut John Glenn, as he awaited the
	launch into earth’s orbit in 1962
	STRAPPED IN A SEAT ATOP an Atlas rocket contemplating a couple of laps around the earth is not the time you want to consider the consequences of your company having chosen the lowest priced vendor. It is, to say the very least, a sobering thought.
	Unfortunately, in business-to-business (B2B) selling, it has come to be accepted truth that the only important factor in a buying decision is the price of the product or service to be purchased. That is what prospects tell salespeople every single da...
	Therefore, it must be true.
	Except that it’s not. People don’t typically buy the lowest price; instead, they attempt to pay the lowest price possible for what they have decided they want. However, if a buyer has decided your product or service has nothing more or less to offer ...
	What salespeople need to internalize is that unless you’re selling junk, your product is worth far more than you think. Your product (or service) has much more value than even you give yourself credit for; the real problem is you haven’t presented th...
	A few years ago, I worked with a local distributor that sold supplies to metal fabrication companies. The owner of the business had hired a long-time industry sales veteran who promised that he would immediately and dramatically increase the company’...
	And he did exactly that.
	True to his word, in his first year, this salesperson delivered in a big way, adding new accounts and additional revenue on a steady basis. Unfortunately, there was one small problem: the gross margin percentage produced by his sales was significantl...
	The client was understandably concerned. A hefty sales increase required the company to obtain more resources—another delivery truck, another driver, more warehouse personnel, and so on—and those resources cost money. Predictably, the company struggl...
	With very few exceptions, salespeople don’t bear the risks of ownership. They don’t put capital at risk. They don’t contend with the costs of operating the business. They simply live in the moment, trading products or services provided by the company...
	However, this same opportunity also provides a very real danger to a business owner—the possibility of abusing the privilege afforded to a salesperson. When salespeople indiscriminately lower prices in order to develop business, they are literally tr...
	I wondered, in this case, if this was simply the initial cost of getting customers to switch to a new, unknown supplier. Perhaps the salesperson felt the need to offer an inducement to his existing customers to entice them into making a change, which...
	So, I inquired as to why his margins were so much lower, which didn’t go so well.  He pointedly explained to me that the industry was very competitive (aren’t they all?). Then, he made it clear that his customers could easily get a lower price from h...
	What?
	So, Why Do I Need You?
	Which leads us to an interesting question. Exactly what is a relationship worth?
	Salespeople universally extol the value and necessity of creating relationships with customers, so what is the value of any given relationship? As the salesperson suggested above, do relationships serve only to provide the opportunity to compete for ...
	If so, why does the company even need you? Why not eliminate the expense of salespeople altogether and simply advertise the lowest price, guaranteed?
	After all, the alleged customer relationship has only created the opportunity to get the business with the lowest price, and if price really is what is truly important in the sale, why bother to hire people whose very responsibility is to educate and...
	Unless, of course, there is much more to selling than just the price of the product.
	In reality, showing a product, quoting a price, and subsequently competing on price is not selling, but salespeople who don’t know how to create and sell the true value of their solutions wind up bargaining, not selling. And bargaining—or negotiating...
	If you are simply a product-pusher who places the entire outcome of the sale on the price of your solution, your business relationships aren’t really worth anything to you or your company.
	Ask yourself these questions:
	 What is less risk worth?
	 What is responsiveness worth?
	 What is trust worth?
	 Because they trust the company
	 Because they have confidence in the company
	 Because they perceive less risk with the company
	 Because they believe the company understands their business and what is important to them
	 Because they value the service and support you provide in making change easier for their company
	 Because they know the company’s support people are helpful, cooperative, and easy to work with
	 Because they know the company will take responsibility for the implementation of their solution, regardless of circumstances
	 Because they have seen that the company can and will solve problems that other companies can’t or won’t
	 Because they know the company has more resources available than their competitors
	 Because they believe the company is truly responsive and will address issues very quickly
	 Because they believe the company provides a value to them beyond the solution that is provided
	 Because they appreciate a company that demonstrates genuine appreciation for their business
	The truth is that customer relationships are important. However, the reason they are important is not because they give you the opportunity to get the business at a lower price. Real relationships are important because they lead to trust and confiden...
	1-on-1 Principle™
	A genuine relationship earns you the right to something much more than a price quote.
	1-on-1 Principles™
	Chapter 41:
	When you want to build strong business relationships, provide value first without asking for anything in return.
	Chapter 42:

	Avoid cheesy elevator speeches like the plague.
	Chapter 43:
	Consistent success depends on a good plan and your willingness to work that plan.
	Chapter 44:

	A To-Do list is not a sales plan. A strategic plan requires a clear understanding of where you are, where you’re going, and how you intend to get there.
	Chapter 45:
	Effective time management provides the edge you need to achieve your sales objectives.
	Chapter 46:

	Good ideas make you valuable far beyond the products and services you provide.
	Chapter 47:

	A genuine relationship earns you the right to something much more than a price quote.
	PART IX
	The Road Ahead
	The Potential for Greatness
	“Dream no small dreams for they have no power to move
	the hearts of men.”    — Goethe
	“Greatness is not a function of circumstance. Greatness, it turns out, is largely a matter of conscious choice, and discipline.”
	— Jim Collins
	WILMA RUDOLPH WON THREE gold medals in track and field at the 1960 Summer Olympics in Rome. Emerging from the games as ‘the fastest woman on earth,’ she was recognized as both the United Press Athlete of the Year and the Associated Press Woman Athlete...
	Wilma was the twentieth of 22 children. Her family was indescribably poor. To complicate matters, Wilma suffered one childhood disease after another—scarlet fever, measles, mumps, chicken pox, and double pneumonia—but it was polio that left her handi...
	Finally, the brace came off and Wilma learned to walk normally again. It wasn’t long before she took up basketball, and though she failed to play in a single game her first three years, she eventually emerged as a star and led her high school team to...
	It was track.
	In 1956, at the tender age of 16, her blazing speed earned her a spot on the women’s Olympic 400-meter relay team in Melbourne, Australia. The women earned the bronze medal, but four years later, Wilma became a household name. She won the 100-meter d...
	Success is Not an Accident
	“We are all the same in this notion,” Wilma once said. “The potential for greatness lives within each of us.” No doubt this is true, but it takes enormous strength to overcome challenges and endure hardship. Often times, it’s so much easier to blame s...
	In two decades of sales training, I have never found a salesperson who didn’t want to make more money. I know because I ask. Not that money is the only thing that motivates people who sell for a living, but, without exception, each and every person I...
	Only a very small percentage of salespeople who have claimed they want to make more money have been willing to commit the time, energy, and resources necessary to take their incomes to the next level. The rest prefer to blame circumstances or other p...
	The truth, however, is that sales success is not dependent on or limited by race, gender, or socio-economic background. Personality style is irrelevant. No one is born to be a salesperson any more than they are born to be an accountant or a welder. C...
	Both require that you accept your personal responsibility for your success or failure. Success is not an accident. Success is awarded to those who simply cannot live without it, to those who are willing to prepare and work and persist, despite all od...
	The truth is, if you cannot envision greatness, it will almost surely elude you.
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	Everybody wants to be successful; only a few have what it takes.
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